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Holland City News.
VOL. XVI.-NO.

19.

HOLLAND,

Term* of Subioriptioii
41.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three month*, and (2.00 if
paid at six months.

SATURDAY, JUNE

MICH.,

H..

Business Cards in City Directory, not over tftrec
ines, $2 per annum.
NotfcesofBirths,Marriages, and Deaths pub*
llshed without charge for subscribers.
iy“AII advertising bills collectableQuarterly.

Boone,

joint.

lelt for

Attend the
Grounds

the eastern markets

f The

at

has at his store a

choice lot of Ladies' under garments,* of

-

trotting matinee at Fair all descriptions,which be sells at very low

two o’clock this afternoon.

-

-----

prices

v

and he advises bis customers

is

yet

unbroken.

will take part, “Turk,"

and “Montague

"Kit," "Rysdyk,"

Boy."

Besides these

"dark
which ore expected to astonish
the natives. The admission has been

horses there will be races between
horses’’

to

take advantageof bis effer while tbe stock

Hope College talk on
printing a College paper in the near
students of

See "Business Locals"

placed at 15 cents, ladies free. Let every-

Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent.

GRA3D RAPIDS, MICH.

"Case" Wikrsema, wife, and

At

Dr. D. M.

the meeting or tbe Board of Educa-

little
tion, held this

week, the Board engaged

Holland.

_The Holland lovers of

the national game

had so opportunity,on Friday afternoon
last, of witnessing one of the best contested and most interesting games of ball
plsyed here this season. It was between

Muskegon High School and Hope Colwas played on the Fair
Grounds. Under the new rules the homo
the

body attend the matinee and see the fun.

in this issue.

Office Lovett's Block, opp. Sweet's Hotel,

Xuskegon vs.

o’clock. The following well-knownhorses

Mr. D. Bertsch

Monday.

.future. ^

PROVIN,

772.

should be trimmed.

with a car-load of horses last

TO LOAN.

L. 8.

NO.

Last week Friday night L. Moody,
In order to raise funds for the Improve
her of men in the city subject to military
the Chicago & West Mich. ment of the Race Course previous to the
duty six hundred and forty-two. There are
Visitors are becoming plenty at the R’y Co’s, pile driver, jammed the two races which will be given July 4 and 5
one hundred and aixly-two horses; ninetyPark-.
first fingersof his left hand while coupling
next, the Holland Driving Association three cows; and sixty-nine dogs in the
the drivsr.on to the caboose. Dr. J. A. will give a trotting matinee at the Fair
corporate limit* of the city.
To get the benefit of our street lamps
Mabbs amputated the fingersat the second Grounds this, Saturday, afternoon at^2

Katea of Advertising made known on application. the shade trees
Yearly advertiaera have the privilege of throe

Id sums to suit on productive Real Estate.

WHOLE

employed on

changes.

MONEY

11, 1887.

Gee

has

a few words to say
Mag-

to our readers in this issue about his

lege nines, and

nine having the choice of Innings took the

field, with Noordhuls in the box. From
neto Electric Spring Machine, for tbe percoming school
the very start the "saw dust" bill tossers
jwfogfl prate.
fectly harmless and painless extraction of
year. The plans for a new school buildshowed their superiority lu batting, aud
teeth. Dr. Gee is having the greatest of
Every other man in tnis section,who ing were submitted and discussed. The
before three men were retired bad placed
Our motto is: "Quick sales and small
success in extractingteeth by the aid of
profits" at the Chicago Branch Clothing owns a horse, has a “road cart" of some next meeting will be held on Monday
five talliesto their credit. This was
his machine, and hundreds of hli patient* j
House, River street. . L. Henderson.
night, June 13.
description.
rather more of a start than the college

daughter, of St. Joseph, are visiting in

several teachers for tbe

this city.

can

A Gigantic Sale of Ladies'
and Children's Underwear.
We have been very fortunate in securing a lot of Garments for .Ladies and Children which we can sell at astonishingly
low

The

The W.

Holland City Cornel Band gave a

of Mrs. Geo.

10-2t

there..

To the People.
.

..

.

at

tbe residence

testify to its merits as a pain

The

obtunder.

electricity is generated

by

the

boys intended letting them have, and

when they came to bat for the first time
week Friday magneto and is under the control of the
only succeeded in scoring two toward offto the resorts.
evening was a very fine affair socially, operator who can Increase or diminish the
setting It. For the succeeding five inand financiallyresulted to the satisfaction current at will. Patientsexperience no
Thirteen hundred pounds of butter
nings the Muskegonitesadministeredfive
of tbe ladles, who desire us to thank the shock and are surprisedat the perfect abper day is the product of the Holland
'white-washes"to the homo boys, while
Holland City Cornet Band and others who sence of pain on having teeth extracted.
Crystal Creamery.
they increased their score to 10. In the
We advise the readers of the News, who
helped to moke it so.
seventh and ninth innings the College nine
are suffering with their teeth and desire to
A photograph gallery will be opened
Messrs. Fuller and Stowe, of the
have them extracted, to give the doctor a added 8 to the 2 tallies, made in the first,
in the building directlyopposite the News
Michigan Imrfwwian, Grand Rapids, visited
this making a total of 5, while the Muskecall who makes no extra charge for the
office, next week.
this city and Macatawa Park on Wednesgon's closed with 15. Time of game two
Moonlight Excursion,on Friday evening,

prices. Corset Covers, Chemises,
Child's Dresses, Laaids’ Aprons, Baby
Dresses, Ladies' Skirts, and numerous
other garments at frAm 15 cents to 50
cents. These figurespre positivelymuch
less money than the material of which
they are made cost and I earnestly advise
my customers to call and make their seTo make a Roman punch cal! him a
lections while this stock is unbroken.
D. Bektsch.
liar. To make a Bourbon sour just mention Grover Cleveland.
Remember the Chicago Branch Clothing House. It will result to your profit
Have you tried Van der Ven’s new
on buying
19brand, "Macatawa?” It is one of the best
5-cent cigars in the market.

Town

Clerk,

I. Marailje,has

.
criti/

Osborne on

last

day last. Mr. Fuller, while here, sketched

make an
college journal which

the college premises and will

en-

graving tor the

the

application of electricityto hia patients.

A Swindler Arrested,

A

students will Issue shortly.

hours and fifteen minutes;Umpire

H. P.

Scott. In many respects it was one

of the

most accomplished swindler at-

to heat Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co. out
When an editor sends his paper to a of $20 on Thursday last. The “fake" he
man for six or eight years, in the vain
attempted was the one known as the "Pathope that the fellow will pay up in the
tern show case swindle." He called on
so much near future, but one day has the paper re- Mrs. Gee & Co., and claimed to oe a

°n Snturday last

games

best

of*bal! ever played in

while in others

tempted

turned "Gone to a better land" written on

buain

Notwithstanding the severo
isms on electricity,—purportingtA
eisms
come from good dental and medical
authority,— that it is a failure as a
pain obtender in the extraction of
teeth, we assure you Dr. L. L.
Deckard’s Magneto Electric Spring
Machine does all that is claimed for
it. It destroys the pain which attends the extracting of teeth. We
agree with the above mentioned
authoritiesthat any electrical device
using a cell battery or galvanic current produces a shock which is quite

C. T. U. Social

their playing

Holland,

was very weak. By

it

the Muskegon nine showed

had had much careful
They played well together and

plainly that they
practice.
every

man

seemed

be well adapted to

to

the position he filled. But for their ioa-

representative of a pattern house in Cin-

bllity to bit Lamorcux’s out curves the
may not get mad but he
cinnati, aud would allow them to sell his
score
would have been much larger, sud
don’t take much stock In the remarkable
patterns providing a deposit of |20 was
he should have been placed In tbe box
Mr. John De Bruyn, who is now with statement.
made for a show case In which to display
earlier in the game. As for tbe College
D. M. Ferry & Co , of Detroit, called on
the
patterns. The iadies fortunately were
Patronize the dealer who wants your
club they at times played Almost a perfect
his many friends in this city this week.
trade bad enough to ask for it through aware that the scheme was a bogus oue
game, and then again they would seem to
Rev. T. W. Jones, pastor of Hope you representativelocal paper. You will and "played" the “fakir" until Marshal loose courage and play very carelessly.
Church, is expectedhome again from his find by experience that you can do better Vaupell was notifiedand as he stepped in There is, however, good timber In tbe
with them every time. The dealer who to the store, Miss Walker made a pretense
eastern visit in the course of next week.
organization and with one or two changes,
asks for your trade is the oawjwho will of paying him the money when he was
To-morrow, Sunday, Rev. H. Uiter- deal with you so that they may retain arrested. The man was somewhat sur- and regular practice, they will hold their
own with most of the clubs hereabouts.
wijk, of Grand Rapids, will preach in your patronage.
prised at hi* arrest. He was taken beTbe visitors proved themselves to be
Hope Church both inorniug and evening.
fore Esquire Post, who, after much careful
gentlemen,as well as ball players,aud the
A strawberry and Ice-cream Festival
Landlord Williams’ colt died last will be held on next Tuesday evening, on deliberation,decided that he could not be College boys will take much pleasure in
as disagreeable, as the extraction is
Wednesday. Too much clover was the the College grounds, under the auspices held on a charge of swindling. On search- playing a return game with them some
painful to the patient. But we also
ing him, a hat ornament was found on his
verdict of Dr. Curtis, the veterinary sur- of the Ladles Aid Society, of Hope
day next week.
claim that Dr. Deckard’s invention
person which was claimed by Mrs. Gee &
geon.
Church.
In case the weather is unfavorproduces no shock. The machine is
Co., and he was consequentlyarrestedon a Inspection of tbe U. 3. Life Saving Grew.
Fairbanks & Lowing, proprietorof able, the Festival will be held in the Col- charge of petit larceny. During the afterso constructed that this subtle, yet
Lieut. J. H. Rogers, Assistant Inspector
potent, agent is so completelyunder the mill at Fillmore, shut down this lege Chapel. The proceeds are for tbe ben- noon telegramswere received from the
efit of the church.
of
week,
after
a
very
successful
run
during
the control Of the operator that he
\ houses be claimed to representdenounc the U. S. Life-Saving Service, In charge

/

oin

administer a

____ ve

_

strong a weak

a u

c£"

the margin, lie

assistant.

the winter and spring.

J Tuesday night

Representative Diekerot

he be

ing him, and one firm asked that

current, as the case may require.
Each day adds new proof of the

.'and wife were surprised at tneir boarding held and prosecuted. Notwithstanding
The Waverly Stone Company were so
place in Lansing by a call from the House all this, at 7 o’clock p. m. he was ar
crowded with orders for stone this week
value of electricity as thus used, and
Judiciary Committee,which presented raigned and after settling all costs was
we are<*t liberty to give the names that they had to send hbroad for a car- him with an artistic etching as a token
turned loose on a confidingpublic on
of many people in this city and load to fill an urgent order.
^esteem. Representative Crocker made a whom he will undoubtedly continue to
vicinity, who have had from one
Attend tbe trotting matinee at the Wt presentation speech, and Mr. DIeke- practice his swindlinggame.
tooth to an entire denture removed
Fair Grounds this afternoon and thus ma responded feelingly.
by this method, and are willing to
Interesting Figures.
help the Society to improve, the race
Upon the invitationof Capt. Johnson,
testify to its merits. We have had
course. Admission 15 cents; ladies free.
Below we give the census of Holland
of the steamer Queen of the Lakes, some
our machine in use for about four
City as taken by Supervisor Vsu Duren
three hundred of the people of Holland
months and during that time have
Speaker Mabkey spent last Sunday in
enjoyed an excursion to the Park on during his tour assessingproperty and
demonstrated,in over three hundred
this city with RepresentativeDiekema,
Tuesday afternoon last. All who em- collecting material for his roll. At coninstances,that it is more uniform in
returning to Lansing Monday, at 10
siderable trouble he has tabulatedtbe rebraced the opportuuity offered were much
its action than either chloroform,
o’clock. Mr. Markey spoke very highly
sult accordingto tbe ages of tbe inhabipleased with the improved appearance of
ether, or gas.
have pur- of Holland City.
tants. The oldest person he found was
the steamer and with the courtesy shown
chased the exclusive right to use the
88 years. The total does not include
machine in Ottawa county, and make
Justice Post has been occupied in by the Captain and crew.
about seventy-five non-residentstudents
no extra charge for its application, holding tbe historic scales in several asThe prettiest and neatest light wagon of Hope College and several “crews" of
but extract teeth at the old estab- sault aud battery cases the past few days.
that it has been our lot to see for some
lished prices.
The offenders were convicted and sen- time is the one made for our enterprising railroad men numbering about twentyfive, which are properly “inhabltanta"of
Very Respectfully,
tenced in every case.
cigar manufacturer,Jas. M. Van der Ven,
this city. The work has all been a “labor
Dr. D. M. Gee.
by Messrs. Takken & De Spelder, of the of love" on the part of tbe supervisor aud
L. Henderson,the River street clothier,
Holland, Mich., June 8, 1887.
has several “Business Locals" in this Holland Wagon Works. It is handsome- he ia entitled to considerablecredit for
Call at the Chicago Branch Clothing
issue which It may be for your beotfii to ly painted and lettered, the work of Mr. the enterpriso shown, and to the thanks of
House and you will find a full line of all
read. He has good bargains which ho is H. Landis, and Is a credit all around, to this entire people:

tbe manufacturer,the painter, and to the
offering to the public.
owner.
best
preparations for your walls, for sale at the
List of letters remaining In tbe postAs a celebration of tbe Fourth of July
Drug Store of
office at Holland, Mich., June 9, 1887:
Dr. W. Van Pctten.
in connection with a meeting of tbe Hoi
Miss Grace Waggle, Moses Conklin, B.
land Driving Associationwill result lu
Pye,
Warren Pratt.
For Buttons and Trimming go to
brloging an immense crowd of people
D. Bert
'EUT8CH.
J. G. Van Putten, P. M.
from abroad to this city on that day, it is
Try our New Jeweler C. A. StevenTo realize the extent of the growth of hoped that every merchant and business
son, next door to tbe News office. 12-tf
Holland one has but to drive or walk min, and citizenwho has an interest in

Holland Station, which Is under the
charge of Capt. Chis. H. Morton and
seven

11-tf,

15-tf
Go and see

the large line of Parasols

and Sun Umbrellas,at

15-tf -

down any one

of the streets near the

southernlimits of the city.
D. Bektsch’s.

of building going on

is

The amount

simply astonishing.

Property Owners and Housekeepers are You Going to Paint
Your premises this Spring? if so, why
we want to tell you that you can save
money by buying Masuryfs Liquid
Colors, the best paints in world without a doubt. They are not chemicalmixtures but on the contrary, are pure Linseed OH Paints tnd we can assure all who
contemplate painting that better results
osu be obtained through the use of these
colors than by the use of soy liquid color
ever before offered,under whatever name.
They can only be found in Holland at the
Drug Store

o

Da

w YuiPctto.

Dr. H. E. Locher. of Grand Rapids,
purchased a cottage alto on the bank of
Macatawa Bay from E. J. Harrington on
Wednesday, and let tbe contract for

last

the erection of a cottage to

own

at 1050 and in the afternoon at 1:80. becometh the favorite color. Great la the city a fractionover
past week ahe has averaged abbot picnic, and many are they who are glad- hundred In

The

Mm

eoed thereby.

birth* for

The Lieutenant put the crew

completion, that he

wu

surprised at the

efficiencydisplayedby the men, and with
their familiaritywith all the

apparatusbe-

longing to tbe station for the rescuingof
persons

whose

by

lives were endangered

Lake Michigan. He expressed himself as being much pleased
wrecks upon

crew
and went so far as to pay them a high
complimentbn their manly and courawith the personal appearance of the

geous bearing. LieutenantRogers called
on us after tbe drill and stated a few facts
regarding the

may

men aud tbe

which
The

station

be of interest to oar readers.

aggregate weight of the crew

Is

twelve

hundred pounds, or so average weight for
the

men

of oue

hundred and seventy-one

pounds, being u high an average

u

the

crew of any station, in tbe districtcan

.

cometh also
In addition to the above we obtained
“rank," and the following facta which he was obliged
The steamer Queen of the Lakes la sometimes that stronger batter, the goat. to collect as supervisor.Tbe namber of
making but two regular trips a day as yet. Moreover there floateth one lonely lemon deaths in the city the put year bu been
The time of departure in the morning is in a barrel of lemonade and crashed pie thirty-eight,making the death rate of the
the butterflyunto its

fifty passengers per day.

4:

James Hunt-

inviting pantaloons. There

ley.

men.

through the entire drill, and said at the

Males below five years ........... . 210
Females below five years ............ 220
Males from five to ten ...............
244
Females from five to ten ............ 289
Males from ten to twenty ............ 434
Females Irom ten to twenty ......... 445
Males from twenty to thirty ......... 241
Females from twenty to thirty ....... 270
Males from thirty to forty ........... 203
Females from thirty to forty ......... 198
Males from forty to fifty ............. 104
Females from forty to fifty. .
181
the future of Holland, will contribute lib
Males from fifty to sixty ............. 104
erally for that purpose. A committee is Females from fifty to sixty .......... 85
Males from sixty to seventy
now endeavoringto secure the funds for
Females from sixty
sixty to seventy
sevei ....... G4
‘big celebration."
Males from seventy to eighty ........ 81
Now skippeth the gay picnickersinto Females from seventy to eighty ...... • 82
Males over eighty ................... 7
the woods, whither the mosquito and gay
Females over eighty ...........
4
wasp rusbeth to meet them. There also
the frisky aot assembleth and skippeth op
Total ...........................8,898
.

Like Michigan, num-

Saturday lut to tuspect the crew of the

10-

Anti-KalsomlneAlbastine, the

which embraces

bering twenty-one, wu In this city on

We

goods.

district,

all of tbe stations on

J

kinds of

Eleventh

of the

boast of. In his experiencehe
that vessels
ly

drawing sixteen feet

bu

he beached, by a heavy sea,

twelve feet of water.
far

To

found

will usualin

about

ucertaln

how

from shore this depth would be found

the Lieutenant made a personalinvestigation and discovered that amount of
water all along tbe beach, in tbe vicinity
of the station, at one hundred and eighly-

seven yards out.
fired with five
line

The

mortar

wu

was carried three hundred and eighty-

seven yards, demonstratingthat in
a

then

ounces of powder and tho

cue of

wreck here, it would be but very

little

trouble to get a line to a^resul and to send

out the

life

buket for the rescue

persons aboard the endangered craft.

of

He

also stated that at any time the citizensof
the city desired to see the beach, the anrfboat,

and the other

drill* of the crew,

they could do so by applying to Capt

CUEBENT EVENTS.1
.

EAST.
Several hundred thousand

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS.
Intelligence Gathered In by
Wire from Every Quarter
of the Nation.

have
been subscribed toward the erection of a
ProtestantEpiscopal cathedralat New
York, to cost $6, 000,000.... Thirty-two
suits for damages, aggregating$400,000,
have been filed against the Boston and
ProvidenceRailroad Company by persons
injured in tho Bussey bridge disaster.
The three Pinkerton men on trial at
Jersey City, New Jersey, for the murdollars

der of the boy Hogan in

January
last, were acquitted Friday morning....
Also a Few News Sandwiches from The estimated anthracite coal output from
the Pennsylvania mines for the month of
Lands Beyond the Iroad
June is 2,500,000tons, or about the amount
produced in June last year.
Ocean.
In the case of Mrs. Mary Wileman, who
was tried

LATEST DISPATCHES.

at

Little Valley,N. Y., on a charge

murdering her husband, the jury returned a verdictof not guilty. In a former
of

APPALLING DEED.
Four Murders and a Suicide Growing Out
Dakota Land Dispute.

As the

trial the jury disagreed.
of

&

A premature explosionof

dynamite

occurred at the Cambria stone quarry, near

result of a contest over a tree Altoona, Pa., killing eight

claim near Huron, Dakota, Simeon Nelson shot and killed Mrs. Sbnw, her fifteenyear-old son, and Mrs. Shaw’s sister, Miss
Lyman, aged twenty- two. Nelson also
fatally wounded a man named Kilsey, and
then, returning to his home, blew his own
brains out with a rifie. The horrible
affair is tnus described in a dispatch from

Huron:
a 8. Neitnon, a former Commiasloner of this
county, llTixi on what was known an the Cameron olaim, nine miles northwestof Huron. He
did not live upon it for a .ear or two after be
filed upon it, in April, 188*2. Mrs. Flora E. Shaw,
a widow, with one son, filed upon the same
claim, and at onco took un her residence upon
it with her sister. Miss Addlo E. Lyman. After
Neilson had proved up on another quarter-section he moved to this one. When the case came
before the Huron land-officeit was decided in
Mrs. bhaw's favor. Neilson appealedto the Commissioner, who decided against him. On another
appeal by Neilson the Eeoretary decided against
him, refusing to give possession.Tho district
court issued an order restraining him from interfering with the owners of the land. The two
ladles,the sou George, Mr. Eelsey, a neighbour,
and E. C. Lynam, brother to the ladies,all went

to the field to work Monday morning.
While young Shaw and his uncle were
plowing their first round Neilson came out of
his house with a rifle and shot at Lyman, who
got behind his horses and fled. Ho then fatally
shot Kelsey. Next he shot young Hhaw through
the heart Turning his attantion to the young
lady, he shot her in the left temple at five
paces, and then stabbed her in the right breast
He then shot the mother in five places. Returning to the house he ohucklugly said to his
wife : “There are three less of them. * He then
went outside of the back door and sent a bullet through his right temple,fallingdead at the

_

doorway.
A PITTSBURG HORROR.

men and

se-

verely injuring seven others. An unusu-

ally heavy blast had been prepared
in the morning, which failed to explode, and that afternoon while using a
chain drill in the same opening a spark
from the limestone ignited the powder and

& mem-

Church, and an

Settlers on the land claimed under
Maxwell grant, which has
been sustained by the Supreme Court, are
tho fraudulent

bers engaged in the saloon business. The
German Masofis of Missouri are very indignant over the proceeding.

Jack Connolly
of Mrs.

confessed to the killing

Stoddard at Braceville, HI. His

had promised to

elope

miles west of this city. A man by the
name of Holmes was a well-to-do farmer
living in Middlebnry,and had employed a
domestic named Eunice Scott, who three
weeks ago married Dan Fnlton, a laborer
on the form, much to the dissatisfaction
of
Holmes, who ordered Fnlton to cease coming to his place to see Eunice, who still
remained with Holmes. Fnlton, through
jealousy of Holmes, whom he claimed to
nave found in a compromising position
with his wife, procured a large butcher

An Indianapolis dispatch says that “Gen.
Carnahan, who was recently indictedby
the Federal Grand Jury for illegal election
practices, returned Friday night from
Washington,and was immediately arrested
by the Federal authorities. The General

is charged with aiding, counseling, procurboy, also plunged in, and all were drowned ing, and advising judges of electionto carry
together.Another boy, however, being by away one of the poll-lists and tally-papers
this time, undressed, plunged in after of their resnectiveprecincts,made, signed,
certified, etc. It is supposed that this inthem, but failed to rescue them.
dictment Is hinged upon a circular of inThe Interstate Commission.
strnctions said to have emanated from
An answer has been received by the In- Carnahan, as chairman of the Republican
committee. He gave bail and was reterstateCommerce Commissionfrom the

leased.”

_

Chicago and Grand Trunk Railroad Company to the complaint of the Michigan
SOUTH.
Central Railroad Company against it for
selling tickets to commercial travelers at a
In consequence of the recent rains, cotlower rate than that given to the public
ton prospects in northern and eastern
generally.The Chicago and Grand Trunk
admits the sale of tickets and the other Texas ore excellent. In the central and
facts stated by the complainant. It western parts of the State the outlook is
not so favorable.
holds that the form of ticket sold comThe business men of Austin, Texas,
mercial travelers is in the form of a
special contract, by which the company is offer $10,000 and eighty acres of land near
relieved from some part of the liability
that city for tho establishment of a home
sabjeet to which it transportsother pasfor veteran and indigent printers.
sengers, and it is claimed that this limitaThe Atlanta Exchange, a backet-shopin
tion constitutes a sufficient reason for the
discriminationin favor of commercialtrav- Atlanta, Go., has failed for $300,000. As-

Four thousand of

trait of the Deceased
Statesman.
Hon. William A. Wheeler, ex-Yice President of the United States, died at his

home

in Malone, N. Y., on Friday, the 3d day of

June. Mr. Wheeler had been

slowly fail-

-

ing through the last five or six years, until
last winter, when the progress of the disease became more rapid, and his physician

and friends began to fear the approach of
the end. On the night of March 3 he was
seized with chills,followed by a sinking

striking Bel-

Car-

____

dinal Direndewill representthe Pope at
the Queen’s jubilee celebration in London.

The officers who are making evictionsat
Bodyke, Ireland, are encounteringa desperate resistancefrom the tenantry.There
have been several collisions between the
potice and the people; a number on both

spell, and Dr. Gay, his physician, thought
for hours that he would die. He afterward
rallied, however, bat never again regained

his former vigor and strength.Mental
weaknessgradually became apparent, and
increased until first there were indications
of insanity and then of softening of the
A conference at Connellsville, Pa., sides have been injured, and many arrests brain. For the last ten days proceeding
of the representativesof the coke workers have been made. Michael Davitt, a Lon- his death he was consciousand rational
and operators failed to reach any agree- don dispatch states, is on the ground try- only at intervals. His death was painless.
ment in regard to the strike, dissipatingall ing to restrain the tenantiy, bnt it is feared
Biographical.
hopes of an early settlement.The oper- there will be bloody work before the evicWilliam Almon Wheeler wax born In Malone,
ators stood ont for arbitration,while the tions are completed. .. .Negotiations beY., Jane 30. 1610. Fitting for college at the
men insisted upon a 12& per cent advance. tween the Russian Minister of Finance N.
age of 19 he enteredthe Universityof Vermont
and
a
syndicate
of
European
bankers, at Burlington, bnt was unable for lack of means
The Amalgamated Associationof Iron
headed by the Rothschilds, have re- to compete his conne, and left the institution
and Steel Workers will, it is thought, de- sulted in an agreement for the conversion at the end of his sophomoreyear. Upon remand an advance of 40 per cent, in wages. of the Russian Credit Fonoier Mutual 5s tirementfrom college the future Vice President
studied law in his native town, and at the age of
A Pittsburgh dispatch says the manufactur- into securitiesbearing 4| per cent. This 25 was admitted to the bar. His first office ot
is
the
prelude
to
a
similar
conversion
of
all
trust was Town Clerk of Malone, to which posiers declare that they will not accede to the
demand. . .The leaders among the carpet- the Russian debts. . .It is not believed at tion he was elected while preparingfor the bar.
3e was, during the same period, elected School
weavers expelled from the Knights of SL Petersburgthat Germany or Austria Commissioner and Inspectorof Schools by the
will
take
any
action
regarding
the
Czar's
Labor will bring legal proceedings
Whigs of the county.
Soon after the adoptionof the State Constituagainst the ExecutiveBoard for the decree restricting the privilegesof foreignpurpose of securing a judicial interpre- ers in Russia. . .The Academy of Sciences tion of 18(6 Mr. Wheeler was nominated by the
Whigs for the office of District Attorney at the
tation of the constitutionof the at Paris has pronounced in favor of the county and elected. In 1819, and again In 1850,
order....Themembers of the Knights of objection of M. de Lesseps to the using of ho was sent to the Legislatureas a Whig to
represent the county in the lower House. On
Labor Executive Board, says a Pittsburg locks in the Panama Canal.
from the LegislatureMr. Wheeler
telegram, who have been investigating the
The advance of Russian troops upon the returning
gave up the practiceof law and acceptedthe
strike in the coke regions, have forwarded
Afghan frontier, says a London dispatch, position of cashier of the Malone Bank. This
their report to the General Board. They
position he held from 1851 to 16G5. In 1859 and 1860
has been greatly accelerated within the he served as a member of the State Senate and
find that the strike is illegal, and recomlast six weeks, and the English authori- was chosen President pro tern, of that body.
mend that the members of the Knights of
In 1860, upon his retirement from the State SenLabor return to work, and also sustain the ties in India are preparing to meet them. ate. he was chosen to represent in Congress,as
English engineers have been ordered
umpire in his award.
a Republican,Silas Wright's old district. After
to fortifyKob&l in Kyber Pass. Indian
R. G. Dun & Co.’s weekly review of troops are bein$ massed at points pre- servingone term be again retired to private
life. In 1867 he was again called into tne public
service,this time as tne Representativeof his
trade states that the most important fact of senting the readiest opportunities for addistrictin the State Constitutional Convention
the week is the large absorption of money vancing from Quetta, which is being made
held In that year.
In 1868 Mr. Wheeler was returned to Congress
by the Treasury. Less is said of the a general depot for supplies, and in other
portions of NorthwesternIndia the utmost by his old district,and was thrice re-elected,
inter-state law, pending the decision of
tactically
without opposition.During these
military activity prevails,Similar prepathe commission as to a continuance of
eight years of Congressional
life he served upon
rations, though not on so important a scale,
suspension. Reports arc cheering as to
the important Committeesof Appropriations,
have been making for some time, but no Southern Affairs,Pacific Railroads,and Comcrops, business, collections, and the supsecrecy is being observed in the present merce. being Chairman of the two last named.
ply of money. There were 150 failuresin
In the Cincinnati Convention of 1870 Mr.
movement, the magnitudeof which denotes
the United States and Canada for the week,
Wbeeler received the ballots of the Massachua well-settledbelief in the minds of Lord
a decrease of twenty- five from the precedsetts delegation for the nominationto the PresiDufferin and in militaryadvisers that deucy. After the nomination of Hayes he was
ing week. Failures are steadilydiminishRussia has finally abandoned the idea of put In nomination for the Vice Presidency.
ing throughout the country,especiallyin
acquiring the territory she covets through
the
the medimn of negotiation, and she is deterO’BRIEN.
mined to fight for it.
INTERSTATE
Mr. Gladstone had an enthusiasticreThe Interstate Commerce Commission ception at Swansea, Woles. There was a
The Brave Irish Editor Who Bas Been
has received a communication from G. S. monster parade in his honor, and the town
was profusely decorated. The ex-Premier
“ Stirring Up the Animals M
Bookerville, of Dublin, Va., complaining
is immensely popular with the Welsh.
in Canada.
that the Norfolk and Western Railroadis
making unreasonable charges. He forMARKET REPORTS.
wards freight receiptsshowing, as is
William O’Brien, the Irish editor to whom
NEW YORK,
claimed, that the company made a charge
the Canadian mobs have lately been devoting
Cattle ..........................
8 4.50 <*7 5.25
for one hundred pounds on a ten-pound Hogh .......... *...... ............ 5.00 C4 5.50
themselves,Is a man under forty years of age.
package. The commission received an Wheat-No. 1 White .............98 ii5 .98 ^ He was bora in the town of Mallow, and is the
last of a family of which all the other members
No. 2 Red ............... 97 ^ .98
answer from the New York, Ontario
died of consumption. In person he is slight and
and Western Railroad. to the complaint Cobn-No. 4, ..................... 47 vt .47V, delicate, with reddish hair and pale complexWhite ....................
38 & .41
of Nathaniel W. Howell and others Oats—
ion. He receiveda college education^
Poas-New Mess ................W.00 16.50
that the rates on milk from Orange
CHICAGO.
County to Jersey City were unreasonable Cattle— Choice to Prime Steers 4.75 0 5.25
Medium ............... 4.*.5 0 4.7
and unjust. The* answer makes a general
Common .............. 4.00 & 4.2»
denial of the charge (hat the company dis- Hoos— Shipping Grades ......... 4.75 cJ 5.*23
criminates for or against persons or places. Flour— Wiuter Wheat .......... 4.2J 4.7J
J. W. Bryant, of New Orleans, appeared Wheat-No. 4 Spring ............. 88'a n .82 V,
...................... S8 0 .33
before the Commission, representing the Cobn-No.
Oats— No. ....................... 45 0 .*20
steamboat interesta of the Mississippi Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 10 <4 .17
River. He denied the statementof railFine Dairy .............13 ;<« .144
road representativesthat they were forced Cheese— Fall Cream, Cheddars. .08 0 .084
Full Cream, Hats ...... 03 ui .084
to cut rates at all poluts where water ComEaas— Fresh ...................... ID*'* .124
tition existed.On the contrary, steam- Potatoes— Choice, now ..........d5 (g .90
at companieswore obliged to cut rates to Pube— Mess .....................
—.73 23.23
MILWAUKEE.
meet reductions made by railroads.Tariffs
.....................
.814
and affidavitswere snbmilttd to sub- WnEAT-Cash
Cohn- No. ...................... 3044 .374
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A circular has been issued by the Department of Agriculture asking the coA CincinnatiTragedy.
operation of railroad companies in stampA terrible tragedy occurred on Elm ing ont pleura-pneumonia.
street, Cincinnati, in which Fred Bauer
A decision of the United States Sushot two women and then blew ont bis own preme Court is to the effect that the Presibrains, dying within an hour and a half. dent, as Commander- in- Chief of the army,
Both of his victims are living, and one of is by law the person to review the proceedthem will recover.
ings in court-martial coses where dismis-

the

gian miners have returned to work

WASHINGTON.

as

Brief BiographicalSketch and Por-

FOREIGN.

.

by

named

Illness.

diana. IHinois, Missouri,and Minnesota. The ers in Texas have been supplied,and the
Presidentis curious to explorethe Territories Relief Committee has disbanded.
along tho line of the Northeiji Pacific Railroad,
and it is now a port of his plan to go as far as

on

_

Ex-Vice President Passes
Away After a Protracted

in

elers. It is also stated that the travelers sets, nothing.
Four masked men boarded the engine stantiatelis statements.
constitutea distinct class of the r&ilrdad
travelingpnblic,generally riding short dis- of an east-boundPacificand Texas express
There are rumors that tbo Interstate
tances at a time and visiting a number of
at Benbrook, near Fort Worth, Texas, and Commerce Commission will interpret the
places of business
the line
the road, often going from compelledthe engineer to stop on a trestle, low under which it acts as permitting roads
one station to another
freight where they went through the express and to make special rotes ot points where there
mail cars.* It is estimated that the? ob- is water competition.
trains, and altogethertraveling much more
than any other class of people. They also tained at least $1,350, and some think it
GENERAL.
create a large freighttrafficover the roads will prove to be as much os $10,000. The
by the sales they make at places along the passengers were not molested.
William Steele, n negro 29 years of
line. In view of these considerations it is
age,
was hanged at Jackson, Miss., on
contendedthat the provisions of the interstate commerce law do not apply to mileWednesday, for the murder of Nelson PotIt is stated at Washington, as coming
age tickets sold commercialagents. Subter, an aged negro, on the 29tl of August
stantially the same answer is made to a from the Presidenthimself, that he wiU
of last year. Steele and an accomplice
similar complaint against the Chicago A appoint soffie Southern man to fill the ex- were on the train wiih Potter, and picked
Grand Trank by Louis Harrison.
isting vacancy on the Supreme bench, bnt bis pocket, and to prevent a* rest, as the
that he is satisfied there is nothing in the train was stopping at the depot Steele
TerribleCrime of a Jealous Kentuckian.
Constitution, law, or precedents to limit stabbed Potter in the back, killing him
John H. Fields, a farmer living near him in his selectionto the States embraced instantly.
confessed
the
Helena, Ky., shot bis wife and two sons in the circuit to which Jndge Woods was murder* and acknowledged that the
bloody knife found near the scene
and then cut his own throat Jealousy and assigned.
financial embarrassmentare
causes for the crime.

The

A

Portland,Oregon.
organizing to resist the claims of the comA Saranac Lake (N. Y.) dispatch of Satpany holding the grant. It is believed that
serious trouble will ensue if the company urday says: “The President, when asked
attempts to enforce its demands, which are about a story that he intended to make on
prononneed grossly extortionate.
extended Western tonr this summer, said
The Masonic Grand Lodge of Missouri he was glad to learn that he was contemplating a possible visit to Alaska. He bad
is enforcingthe rule recentlyadopted for
never heard of it before.”
the expulsion from tho order of all mem-

FATAL

of

WHEELER.

WEST.

intelligent,sober man.
His wife was a Catholic, bnt on questions
of faith they have managed to agree until
quite recently.Mrs. Herman has made no
objection to the baptizing of the two eldest
children in the Evangelical Lutheran faith,
bnt she, a few weeks ago, determined to
have Lizzie, the baby, baptized into her
chnrch. She took the little one to a pnest
about two weeks ago, when the father was
at the mill, and had the ceremony per- knife and went to the door and
formed. When he learned of this for the demanded to be admitted. He met his
first time, on Monday, he became frenzied, wife, pounced upon her, stabbing
and the bloody tragedy followed.
her and severing her head from her body.
Holmes interfered,when Fnlton turned on
ACCIDENTS.
him, stabbing him seven times and disemFive Boys Drowned While Bathing Near bowelinghim. He has since died. Fnlton
then made his escape to the woods, hotly
Maquoketa, Iowa.
pursued by neighbors. The chase was kept
A Maquoketa (Iowa) dispatch states up all night, and when about to be capthat five boys— three of whojn were sons of
tured Fulton cut his own throat from ear to
John Beck and two of them sons of Paul ear. The wound is fatal "

Hindel— whose ages ranged from 9 to 16,
were drowned in the Maqnoketa River
Monday afternoon. Three of them while
in bathing plunged off a sand bar into the
water beyond their depth. When another
boy saw they were drowning he plunged in
to rescue them. Another boy who had his
clothes on, noticing the failure of the first

A.

Ho

stoiy was that she

ber of the Evangelical Lutheran

WILLIAM

1818, and the remark had a pleasing effect on
The weekly crop report of the Farmers'
the President's mind
Review is highly encouraging. Harvest
It was in contemplationof such a trip as this
dynamite, causing a terrificexplosion,which
that Mr. Clevelandmade his promise to the St.
hurled immense rocks in every direction. Louis delegation. The fact is that he intends has already commenced in the southern
Tho men were all assembled at the mouth to go a deal farther in the directionof the set- winter- wheat section,and the crop is nearof the opening when the explosionoc- ting of the sun than St. Louis. If the President ly past all danger. The rains of last week
can make his arrangementshe will leave throughout the \V est made a great improvecurred, and some of them were thrown
this city in the first week in August, and
over the side of the mountain 400 feet be- will probably remain away until the 1st ment in spring crops and in meadows and
low. Tho bodies of the men were literally of October.
will travel in a special pastures. The outlook for cotton in the
car, containing the members of his immediate Memphis district, embracing West Tentom to fragments.
household and two or tnree Cabinet officers. nessee, North Mississippi,North Arkansas,
The intention is to go clear across the continent
and North Alabama, is very promising.
to the Pacific coast. The principalcities on
the line of tho route will be visited in Ohio, In- The pressing wants of the drought suffer-

with him rather than that he should marry
another, and he came to Chicago to wait
A Lutheran Kills His Baby, Beats His CathoUc for her. He waited two months, in the
meantime being employed os a street-car
Wife, and Cuts His Own Throat
A Pittsburg dispatch says that Fred- conductor, and, she failing to join him, he
returned and killed her.
erick Hermann, aged 35, employed as a
An Owosso (Mich.) dispatch says: “One
helper in an iron mill, killed bis little
of the most horrible murders ever commitdaughter, aged 19 months, beat his wife
antu he thought her dead, and then cut ted in ShiawasseeConnty occurred Friday
his throat, severing the windpipe and night in the township of Middlebury, six

jngular veins. Hermann was

sals are involved, and that the power can frantically : “God hear me, lam innocent."
not be delegated to the Secretaly of War ....George H. Bisque was hanged at
Jersey City, N,JJ., Wednesday, for
or any other person.
the murder of his wife in October, 1885. The condemned man mainPOLITICS.
tained his fortitude to the last Twelve
A Butler dab was formed Thursday at years the father of Disqne died in the
Boston. In hio speech General Butler said arms of his friend Heintze,who has since
become Sheriff. The Sheriff was comthat, unless on emergency should arise, he
pelled to officiate at the executionof his
had no intentionof again entering politics. old friend’s son. Disquo’s last request
The PhiladelphiaBulletin of Friday was that os few persons as possible should
be admitted to the execution.
containedthe following special telegram
Several well-knownfire insurance comfrom the National Capital:
panies
are said to be seriously embarThe promise which the President recently
made to the St. Loais delegates that he would, rassed, owing to the heavy losses sustained
if he coaid, visit thdr city next fall will be kept,
by recent fires in New York. Among those
and the visit to that city will only be a comparatively small feature of a (treat and exten- mentioned are the Phcenix, of London, and
sive trip which he bos been planning,and the the Fire Association,of New York.
arrangements for which will be consummated
The Collector of Customs at S&n Franon his return to the White House. The President hoe seen hut little of the United States. cisco has been instructed to prevent the
He has during his lifetime traveled debarkationof the convicts said to have
but little outside of the State of been sent from the penal colony of New
New York. He hoe never been in the West at
Caledonia to that port.
all ; bat he has made up hla mind of late that
it will be to his personal and poUtical advanParticulars of the recent fight betage to make an elaboratejourney this year.
His wife has persuaded him to do so as a mat- tween bandits and a squad of Mexican
ter of pleasure, and several Democratic policavalry, under the command of Colonel
ticians,chief among whom is Postmaster General Vilas, have urged him to do so as a matter Hernandez,are received from Matamoras.
of practical politics. They have told him that The outlaws opened the attack on the cavthe Democrats of the West and Northwest are alry, four of whom were killed and Colonel
anxious to see him, and that his presence in
some of the States may have an en- Hernandez wounded. Re-enforcements
couragingefToct on the party organiza- coming up, the banditti were surrounded
tion.
Cabinet officer remarked to and fourteencaptured, all of whom were
him before his departure to the Adirondacks put to death on the spot. The remnant of
that in a year of peace and prosperity like this
he could make such a tour as 'Monroe made the band is being hotly pursued.

of the killing was his.

to

When

put

on trial he went back on bis confession and
said it was not voluntary. He protested his
innocence to the last second, saying while
standing on the scaffold : “Well, here I am,
willing and ready to go if I have to go. I
am prepared to meet God in peace, but it is
hara to die for something I* didn’t do. I
will go to God with no m dice toward anyone. I om ready the next minute.” Then
with his right hand raised he exclaimed
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Oats— No. 2 White ..............8044 .3:4

Rye-No.

1

........................

.58

Pork — Mess .....................13.75 * 14.25
ST.

LOUIS.

.03 0 .87
Corn -Mixed. ...................
37 it .374
OATS-Mixcd..... ................ *28 0 .234

WKEAT-No.
Pork— Now

.................

2

Mess ............... 14.75

(j»

13.25

TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 2 .................... 894(3 .90
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 39 $ .40
Oats .............................

30

^

.31

DETROIT.
Beep Cattle

.....*. ............. 4.25 0 5.03
Hogs ............................ 3.25 ,.( 4.25
HhEKP ...... ................... 3.00 .<» 4.75
Wukat— Michigan Red ..........834
.904
Cor: —No. ‘2
............ M)
.40
Oats— Whits
................. 32
.3.)
..

J
<

.......

&

...

CINCINNATI.
Wheat-No. 2 Red ..... .......... 6740 .884
Coax-No. 2 ...................... 41 J .414
Oats— No. ....................... 29 .•* .30
2

Pork— Mess .....................14.75 015.25
Live Hoos .......................4.25 0 4.75

BUFFALO.
Wheat-No.

0

White ....... ...... 91
.95
Corn— No. 2 Yellow .............. 434;* .414
Cattle ..........................4.25 0 5.00
1

INDIANAPOLIS.
Beep Cattle ....................3.00 0 4.59
Hoos ............................4.30 0 5.00
Bhkkp ...........................2.01 0 3.00
Wheat— No. 2 Bod ..............844 ^
Corn-No. 2 ...... ................
30 0 .3.14
Oats— No. 2 Mixed ............... 27 0 .28

M

EAST LIBERTY.
Cattle— Prime. ............... 4.50 & 5.0)
.

S-iSl

and became a reporter on the Freeman'*
Journal. Attention was first drawn to him
through his descriptions of scenes in
the south and west of Ireland daring the
times of famine in 1880. gome of his jour*
neylng along the coast and among the islands
was accomplished at considerable personal
peril. His reports were sharply drawn, and obtained fame for their author. When Parnell
and his associatesestablishedUnited Ireland
they made Mr. O'Brien its editor. It has
been said that the Irish leaders wanted
a paper less conservative in the support of the home-rale cause than the
Freman’iJournal and the Nation,and that
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THE BASE-BALL RECORD.;
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SCHOOLS.

LABOR AND INDUSTRY.

WHAT UNCLE SAM OWES.

Secrete of Bcaaty.

be dark, be satisbe in the category of the nqt-

Girls, if your skin

Chicago's Splendid Work— Be* A Thieo Days’ International Convenginning to Flay Ball in
tion of Sunday-school Promoters

Teams Stand

the

in the Pennant

Bace— Gossip of the

Game

f

lovers of the game throughoutthe country.

began, as I

stated last

week, at Philadelphia, when we took two
games of the senes from the Philadelphia
lads. It was continuedat Boston, when
aft£r a close fight in the opening game of
the series, we beat Mike Kelly and his
braves the following day, and but for rain
would probably have taken two games of
the series there instead of one. At New
York the followingweek, we took two
games oat of three from the Giants upon the

own stamping grounds, and then
we snrprised the world by going to Detroit
and beating the heavy hitters of the League
two straight games with such scores,as 4
to 2 and 2 to 1. That is ball-playinggood
enough to suit any one. * Should
latter's

continue to play the
now playing and Chicago con-

New York
it

is

tinue to improve as it has improved during
the past two weeks, we may anticipatea

crowd for the two games scheduled
upon the Chicago grounds.
Tho record of the League duos, up to
date, shows Boston and Detroit have tied
for first place, and the positions of the remaining clubs may be seen from the following table of games lost and won:
1HC LEAGUE.
great

for July 4

Clubs.

New

York .................
Philadelphia .............. I..
Pittsburgh .............
Chicago .................

Washington .............
Indianapolis ............

St. Louis to

be

still further in the lead this week than
ever— -Von der Ahe's men seeming to be
away out of their class this season as iu
seasons past. The fight still continues close
and bitter between Cincinnati, Athletics,
Louisville and Baltimore, with the chances
at present in favor of Baltimore. Cleveland has finally yielded last place to the
Mets, and it is hoped that the strugglefor
tail-end honors between these two crack
organizationsis now ended: Following is
the record:
ASSOCIATION.

il is

Clubs.

l||
UlB ^
Rt Louis ...............
Brooklyn .................1
Cincinnati .......... ..... 2
Baltimore ..................
Louisville ................
I i
Athletic...................
J i
Cleveland .............
Metropolitan ..........

I t
•d1,1

.3

fill

<oa!o
—
i| |m

6
2
1

*

2

21

4
1

.

Games

The

Fifth International Sunday-school

lost ......

Interest In the Labor

..... 5 18;20;i3 18 17 24 25

..

SENSATIONALRUMORS.
seems too bad that some one can not
ariso in the arena of base-ball journalism
who can successfully call down the sensationalist? Is it fair that just in the middle
of the season, with pennant races going on
all around us, we should have our nerves
unstrungand our attentiondistractedfrom
the real work of the dubs by senseless rumors of trouble in the Pittsburg camp; the
intended purchase by Von der Ahe of Simmons and Sharsig's snap at Philadelphia;
the probable transfer of the Detroit club
It

to Brooklyn; the predicted sale of the

Wol-

verines’ best talent to Harry Wright; the
consolidation of the League and Association, and the hundred and one other foolish
stories thst might be pardoned during the
winter season, when the boys cannot play
ball, but which are just at this time an
ouinge upon a long-suffering and patient
public?
management of the

The

Pittsburg club has Been kept busy
indeed denying the rumors of internal

The Chicago

The

'Strike.)

great lock-out in the building trades

Conventionwas held at Chicago on the
1st, 2d and 3d days of Jane. There was a

continues at Chicago. Both sides are
stubborn, and assert their determination to

large attendance of delegates,every section

prolong the fight throngh the entire build-

represented.Beports ing season rather than yield. There ore
12,000 unskilled laborers, 10,000 brickon Sunday-schoolwork, essays,speeches, makers, 5,000 hod-carriers, and 10,000
and lectures on the various branches of bricklayersinvolved in the look-ont.
work to be done in Sunday-schools, occuThe KnlghU of Labor.
pied the time of the delegates during the
There are now nearly 10,700 local asthree days' session. The Statistical Secre- semblies of Knights—thatis, that number
of charters have been issued. The Iowa
tary, Mr. E. Payson Porter, presented an
farmers are coming into the order steadily.
entertainingpaper on the purposes of Sunday-school work during the past year, from The TitusvilleKnights are building a hall.
New assemblies are being organized in
which we make the following .extract
Virginia. Catholics ore joining the Knights
During the last term the State o! Delaware,
the province of British Columbia, and the Ter- in large numbers in Canada since the issne
ritorie* of Idaho, Utah, and Washingtonhave
of the notice that Knights might receive
been organized : also Louisianaand Wisconsin, the sacrament. Another national district
reported at the last conventionas lapsed, have
is being formed of painters, wall-paper
bfjnJI]e0I?an,zed-Pennsylvaniahas been
added to the list of banner Stafes, every county hangers, brushmakers and kindred trades
having organized for Sunday-schoolwork. One in New York and some other Eastern cities.
hundred and ninety-four banner countieshave
The Knights of Labor lecturers are
been reported—a gain of eighty over the last
report, and 1,441 counties are reported com- greatly encouraged in the West with the
pletelyorganized by townships or (Jlstricts, developmentof a more intelligentcompreeach county being a banner county. The hension of the purposes of the order. The
States of Arkansas, North Carolina, and South
Carolina,the province of Prince Edward’s Western Knights take more interest in lecIsland, and tho Torritorios of Arizona and tures, libraries, books, papers, etc, than do
New Mexico,reported organizedat the last in- those of the Eastern States.
ternationalconvention,are now reported as
of the country being

:

lapsed. It has been the purpose of the International Sunday-School Associationto stimulate, through its statistical work, the work of
interdenominational
organization.While it is
desirablethat accurate statistics be secured
from any reliable source, it is more important
that each State, Provinceand Territorvshould
know from actual canvass tho exact condition
of the work in its respectiveterritory. This
can only be accomplishedby thorough
interdenominational
organization.Each counthe United States is subdivided politically into cities,townships,precincts, parishes,boroughs, or districts.The
county Sunday-school association should organize each into an auxiliaryinterdenominational association, or where the populationis
parse let two or three townships be united In
one district association, the local organization
reporting to tho county, the county to the State
or province, the State to tho international convention. As on aid to completeness,it is recommended that maps of the field should be
made, locating the Sunday-schoolsby a system
of wafers,colors representingthe denomina-

tions.

lost.

The Association race shows

Industrial Situation— Points of
Horizon.

ty in

Detroit ....................

Games

The

dent OrganizationDiscussed by
the Delegates.

[CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE.]
Since the date of my last letter the Chi
cago team has made a spurt in its race for
the pennant that has aroused the hopes of
its admirers in this city, and tho interest of

gome

Sections.

InterestingBeports— Thorough and Ef-

Everywhere.

The good work

Knights of Labor in Various

and Teachers.

Earnest
How

The Chicago Lockout-Doings of the

Mrs. Emma Smith is Master Workman
of an assembly of female stitchers in
Chicago. District Assembly No. 24, of

Chicago, will have an excursion and picnic
on June 27. The Chicago ship-carpenters
expect soon to have an assembly of their

own.

The Maryland Knights meet in State
Conventionon June 27 at Baltimore.
Industrial and Labor Notes.

The English are doing some superior
work in steel crank shafting. One draft
has just been turned out which weighs
sixty- six

tons. Steel bars are turned out

in English steel works which bear a tensible
strain of twenty-eight to sixty-five tons per

sauare inch. They make forged steel
which stands a strain of fAm twenty-eight
to eighty-seven tons per square inch.

»

Natural gas

has closed down all the
Rev. H. C. Woodruff made an interestcoal mines around Johnstown,Pa., and has
ing report on the Foreign Sunday-School
caused a sudden collapse of values in snch
Association.He gave a lucid insight into
coal properties, whose owners have for
the methods adopted for the introdaction
years been marking np the nominal values.
of the international system in foreign
The Cambria Company has extensive coal
countries.In France and Central Europe
leases which are now comparatively valuethe work is most active. In Bohemia alone
less.
there are 2,683 scholars in the association,
and in the province of Moravia 1,400 scholars. In Italy, Spain, aud Portugal encouraging progress has been made. Dr.
Woodruff’s address was followed by an ap-

The Monthly OfficialStatement of the

brown maidens, if for no other reason
than that “the leopard cannot change
May.
his spots. " Let the sun kiss the dusky
cheek and add to it the ruddy glow that
belongs to the dork skin, and whioh
The following is a recapitulation o
of the the rouge-pot cannot supply.
debt statement issued on tne 1st inst.:
Of course, you can't change your
INTEIlEST>BF~ilUNa
DEBT.
features. But you needn't trouble
Bonds at 4)4 percent ............... f 250,000,000
Bonds at 4 per cent ................. 787,880,150 yourself much on that score. Some
Bonds at 3 per cent ................. 190,710,500 person has said that if “our Mary”
Refunding certificatesat 4 per cent. 175,850
Navy pension fund at 3 per cent.
. 14,000,000 could put some of her beauty of feature
PacificRailroad bonds at 8 per cent. 64,023,512 into real every-day prettiness she would
be loved where she is now admired.
Principal ............................
11,108,815.812
Interest............................. 11,709,163
The towering-nosed maiden among
the proud daughters of the Nile was
Totel ............................
81, 098,024, 97C
DEBT ON WHICH 1MKUE8T HAS CEASED SINCE the beauty of Solomon’s day, as was the
,
MATUniTT.
woman with no nose at all in the time
Principal ............................ 88,841,293
Interest..............................
190,107 of Tamerlane. In the “land of the
free” there is no standard of beauty on
Total ..................
80,737,402
the nose question. The American nose
DEBT BEAIUNO NO JNTKBE8T,
Old demand and legal-tender notes 8340,738,140 is a type all to itself. But at all events
Certificatesof deposit ............... 8,990,000 your nose is a foregone conclusion, and
Gold cortifleates ....................
OMOO.OO?
Silver certificates ................... 139,143,328 all the sleepingin clothespinsto pinch
Fractionalcurrency (leas 88,375,034
down the too prominent nostrils, or
estimatedos lost or destroyed).
6,043,222
stroking with the lead-pencil to subdue
Principal ........................
8592,770,773 the obnoxious bump, is so much labor
TOTAL DEBT,
thrown away. But when it comes to the
frimrtPal ..... ......................
81,685,030,880
Interest...... ................
....... 11, 905, ‘271 mouth the would-be beauty has a more
promising subject to deal .with. Al, Total ............................
81,007,542.151
though the shape of the feature cannot
Less cash items available for reduotion of the debt ...................
$ 277.303.997 be altered, if the lips be kept fresh and
Less reserve held for redemption of
the teeth in perfect condition, very
United States notes ............... 100,000,000
much is gained. If the spot where love
10161 ............................377,308,997 seals its vows be of an exaggeiated
size, don’t Ijo constantlyon the grin, as
Total debt less available cash
................SI, 320,233, 154 that keeps the mnscles on the stretch.
Net cosh in tho Treasury ........... 23,951,092
Cultivate a classic repose of feature.
Debt loss cosh In Treasury June 1.
Keep the month shut when asleep for
1887
81,200,281,402 more reasons than one. (Don’t snore.)
Debt less cash In Treasury“ifay
Never bite the lips to make them red,
1, 1887 ......................
1,305,170,459
or for any other reason. Bathe them
Decrease of jlebt during the
month ........................ p ggp 097 occasionally in water, with a little disCASH IN THE TBEASUBY AVAILABLE FOB HEDUO- solved alum or borax, and apply
TION OP PUBLIC DEBT.
glycerine and tincture of bonzoine.
Gold held for cold certiflcatos
ootnally outstanding .................. gno geo 977 This will keep the lips fresh-looking.
Silver held for silver certificates
’ ’
The only harmless way too keep them
tually outstanding ................ 133,143.323
red is by contrast with the teeth, which
U. S. notes held for certificatesof
deposit actually outstanding ..... 8,890,000 should be milk-white.
Cash hold for matured debt and in- *
A good tooth-beautifler
is powdered
tercet unpaid ..............
18 440 SM
sulphur, whioh is also an excellent
Cash held for bonds calied not matured and balance of Interest..... 19,778,061 tooth-proserver. This may be used
Fractionalcurrency ................ jj|og4 »
daily. For occasional use, say once a
Total available ................. 8277,308,007 week, the following is a good recipe:
Pumice-stone, one ounce ; bicarbonate
Held for redemption of U. 8. notes,
efts January 14, 1873, and July
of soda, one-half ounce; powdered tele,
National Indebtedness for
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Unavailablefor red uction of debt :* 100'000,030
Fractional silver ooln....$27,004,742
Minor coin ................
143,571

Cortifleates‘held as'caVh.’.'.’.'.'.V.
87, ’300,522
Net cash balance on hand .......... 23,951,692
T°tel cash in Treasuryas shown by
tho Treasurer’s general account. .8 463,269,526

PIEURO-PNEU MONIA.
The

ComCommis-

Co-operation of Railroad
panies Asked by

the delegates and visitors all arose to give
the English delegate n cordial welcome.
Mr Towers read resolutionsof greeting and
sympathy from the London society. “In
England,"said he, “we do many things as
you do here, but iu some details we have
different methods. We believe in making
the schools pleasant for young people,
especially for young men. We find it
necessary to compete with the attractions of
the world. ' In Scotland a novel plan has
been adopted to interest the rough lads,
who are difficultto control. A number of
bands of militia have been organized, in
which the boys have been kept in strict
discipline at drill, and the disciplineis
carried into the school-room. We have
also organized a Bible-Reading Society
which has 150,000 members, all of whom
have^promisedto read from the Bible every

sioner Coiman.

I

discord and dissatisfactionin its ranks.
But, then, did ever any young club, particularlya club that starts out to play such
pretty ball ns Pittsburgh has played, enter
sey, spoke on missionarySunday-school
a rjee under new colors that some one or
more long-eared, surly, jealons and venge- work. The necessityfor thorough missionful set of ignoramusesdid not put in their ary labor was shown by the fact that over
blades with a view to making mischief? nine million of children in the States were
They c«n not help it, poor things. Natnre yet ontside the schools. The European nahas constr cted them that way. and if a tions were sending over hosts of people
man can control his sense of righteous in- who had not received the advantages of eddignation far enough to refrain from using ucation,and, indeed, many of them were
them as a plug for a coal hole, perhaps the imbued with sentiments of hate and antipanext best tnmg be can do is to extend to thy to governmont of all kinds. Their chil- ’
them his stock of pity aud sympathy, rather dren were not likely to grow np much betthan hia auger. It is said that several ter if the Sunday-schooldid not gather
players iu the Pittsburghclub are angry at them in.
Mr. W. A. Duncan, New York, spoke on
Manager Phillips for suspendingPitcher
Morris upon a charge of intemper- the subject of country Sunday-schoolevanance, and that they are ugly upon gelization and home classes. He advothe field ns a result of this bad ‘feeling. cated the organizationof State, county, and
From good authority I learn that this is town as the only way in which to reach the
not so. The Pittsburg players know that masses. The civil and political organizaMorris broke his contractby drinking, and tion of the country was the guide tor the
are with Manager Phillips in his action Sunday schools, and bv that means only
against Mortis. If Morris was drunk the could the fullest success be attained.The
proper thing to do was to disciplinehim, wants of distantdistricts could only be asand no one who has had anything to do certained by such assemblages as State
with boozing ball players will gainsay me conventions, town and county meetings,
and visiting committees. The balk of the
in tuis. If there is any one thing on earth
work of evangelization was yet east of
to rile the temper and test the patience of
a ball club manager, it is a capable ball Chicago.
Gen. Clinton B. Fiske was called upon
player who will insist upon impairing his
n efnlness to his team by sucking the top to speak on temperance, and in responding
end of a whisky bottle whenever he gets a to the invitationthe General said that he
chance, or by behaving as that beauty, hardly dared to advocate his ideas regardTony Mnllone, has behaved at Cincinnati. ing that subject be 'ore so mixed an assemNow, they are a pretty brace of ducks, blage. for they were too pronounced for
most people. He looked upon the church
aren’t they? Can't straighten up and attend to a business for wmch they are hand- and Sunday school as the most potent facsomely remunerated for just a few short tors in securing prohibition, and every
months in the year, without making mon- pulpit ought to be the place of all others
keys of themselves. Why, if there is any where the principlesof temperanceshould
one thing that the thousands upon thou- be thundered into the ears of the people.
sands of base-ball lovers in this country There was no such obstacle in the way of
admire, it is a player who starts in like a the progress of the church and Christianity
man at the outset of tho season and plays as the saloon, and it must be removed by
the efforts of those within the church, not
ball until the season ends. We have got a
few of that stripe in the Chicago club. by laws.
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workers of Indiana in the United Labor
party. Eighty counties in Ohio have been
organized, and Gen. Weaver is making •

As several extensive outbreaksof pleuro-pneumouia have recently been traced fc> cattle that
bad been shipped from infecteddistrictsby
roil, the necessity of taese precautions can not
be overestimated,
and if enforced they would
be a material saleguara against tho spread of

tour of the State.

this disease.

Great

interest is

shown by

the wage-

Contracts have been placed for two
steamboatsfor Lake Chautauqua.They
are to have a guaranteed speed of twentytwo miles an boor. The work will be done
at the ClevelandRolling-Mills.

A building and loan association established in Milwaukee,with a capitalof $5,000,000, to build power for mechanics and
laborers.Capital is being attractedin that
direction.

The

people of Buffalo expect soon to
have a supply of gas for domestic purposes.

The suosess of the Western building
and loan associationshas led to much more
building of small houses than would have
been possible without that system of mutual banking.
A party of English capitalists have made
extensive mineral investmentsnear Cumberland Gap, Ky., with a view to coal development and the building of iron works.

All manufacturingfirms and corporations using scrip in Pennsylvania must
hereafterfile returns showing the amount of
scrip issued, and pay a 10 per cent, tax
on it
The New England house-buildersare
making no effort to advance wages. Employers are putting dp a great many small
homes, which they will sell on easy terms.
The Western miners expect to re-establish satisfactory rates of wages, although
the temporary dullnessin the markets
makes employersless willing and anxious.
Out of the 95,000 strikers daring Mav
40,000 were in the building trades, 13,000
coke makers, and 8,700 stove-molders.

Fresh-lookinglips, clean, white teeth
and a breath like “sweet frankincense,
aloe and myrrh,” will make up for

many a deficiency in feature.
If the ear be big and obtrusive, a
loose arrangement of tho hair or a few
curled locks brushed carelesslyback
will help the objectionable organ wonderfully. Never comb the hair tight
back from an ugly ear.
As for tho eyes, better leave them
alone. Trimmed lashes often refuse to
grow again. Dark eyebrows and lashes
are a great promoter of beauty, and
ours happen to be lighter than yon)
air, especially if that is red, I thinl

[Washington special.!

jwmes to co-operate.The circular, which
Evert large manufacturing center in is addressed “to the managers of all railFrance has a technicaleducational estab- road and transportation companies in the
United States,” says:
lishment. Five hundred scholarships have
Tho insidious character of this disease, its
been established at an annnal Government easy and imperceptiblepropagationby contact
with
animals having the germs of disease and
expense of $150,000.Germany is far
ahead of France in the matter of technical giving no outward symptoms of its presence,
the contractionof the plague from infected
edneation.
cars, the spreading of the germs by means of
The two great copper-producingcom- manure carriedin uncleansedcars from place
panies in the Northwestare greatly increas- to place, will make ft a matter of gravo concern,
and render It necessary that stringent measing their capacity. The capitalof the Ana- ures should be adopted to protectthe cattle inconda has been increased to $20,000,000, terests of the countryfrom this great evil.
1 have, therefore,to suggest and to request
and the Calumet and Hecla has increased
that all trangiwrtation companies shall ostabits output capacity thirty per cent.
lish on their respectivelines a rule, and see
Silver and gold mining is attracting that it is rigidly enforced, that all cars that
^Better Organization” was the subject of
an interesting discussion, and a number more capital. The silver production has have carriedlive stock shall be thoroughly
cleansed on the dischargingof their freight,
of speakers presentedtheir views as to the increased in the ratio of $30 in 1880 to $51 and not allowed to leave the freight or stock
in
1886.
Silver
production
has
increased
best methods for extending the usefulness
yards before this is done, Also that the said
shall be carefullydisinfected In the followof Sanday-school work. Rev. Juliug thronghout the world from $62,000,000 in cars
ing manner:
Grammar, D.D., rector of St. Peter’s Epis- 1872 to $124,000,000 in 1886.
1. Remove all litter and manure.
copal Church, Baltimore, said that the first
Three Ontario weavers have inventeda
2. Wash the car with water thoroughly and
essential of a teacher was personal piety. process for weaving cloths of mixed ma- until clean.
3. Saturate the walls and floors with a soluWithout it, there could be no permanent terials so that they shall be inseparably
tion made by dissolving four ounces of chloride
success achieved in (he Sunday school. woven, showing one surface of hemp or of lime to each gallon of water. Stock-yards
The Bible should be the text-book of the jnte, and the other of cotton or wool.
and pens should be cleansedand disinfected at
least once a week.
school; it was the charter and compass of
At a meeting of the United Labor party
Transportation companies having connections
the chnrch, and the infallible stanaard of
of Denver a resolutionwas passed to buy with infecteddistrictsshould require parties
faith and morals. Organizationwas intents and camp out altogether on account offeringcattle for shipment to presentat point
operative,for without it an army became a
of loading affidavitsof the owner and two disof the 20 per cent advance in rents withont
interested personsstating that tho cattle to be
mob. W. H. Hall, of Connecticut; E. G. a corresponding advance in wages.
shipped have been known to affiants for at least
Wheeler, Oregon; D. P. Ward, Dakota;
Steelmakers are busy in foreign coun- six months next preceding, and that said
Rev. H. W. Bailey, Kentucky; and R. A.
cattle
have not been in any of
Mott, Minnesota, also spoke on the subject, tries and ironn^akenare finding less and said districts aud have not come in
and gave illustrationsof the work being less to do. The dischargedworkmen are contact with any cattle from said districts.
seeking for work, and see no remedy but Raid affidavits should be attachedto and acdone.
company the way-billto point of destination
Rev. J. A. Worden, D. D., of .New Jer- in other and unfamiliar employment
orders for quick delivery.

one-half once.

i

The

development of rich coal-beds in
the far Northwestthreatensto revolutionize
the mining indnstry. One vein six feet
thick has been found
____ There is a great
boom in mining operations, and milling
machinery makers are in receiptof large

fied to

Railroad companiescan be of the greatest
assistance to the Bureau of Animal Industry In
its work of extirpatingpleuro-pneumonia if
they co-operate with it and assist In maintaining the rules and regulations prescribed by me
April 15, 18S7, and tho quarantine since made.
I ho] o this support aud osslstanco will bo oordially given.

“THE OLD ROMAN.”

apply simple walnut juice. The eye
brow may be given a slight arch an<
the fine line so much sought by simpl]
pinching the hairs together betweei
the fingers several times a day.
But it is throngh the complexion tha
you have the greatest scope for beauti
tying. If every pore in your skin i
stuffed full of “lily white” you must ex
pect those dreadful pimples and horru
black specks. To the girl with thi
ugly akin I say, you most take a two 0:
three-mile walk every day; yon mus
wear shoes big enough for perfect com
fort, and, if the skin be thick and oily
on must eschew fats and pastry.
In the spring it would be well to tr
the snlphnr remedy, and at the sami
time

you may

mb

snlphnr in

A little camphor in the water will re
all “shine. ” And remember, girls
all face powders ore snares and deln
tions.— Virginia, in 8L Louis Chron

move

_ _

icle.

Family (Jnnrrels.
have no respect for the woman wh<
runs aronnd among her neighbors ant
friends talking almnt her hnsband'i
shortcomings and the varions points 0:
differencebetween him and herself
And I have great contempt for th<
man who is giving to airing nis raatri
monial grievances abroad. No thirc
party can adjust tbe differences tha1
may exist between a man and his wife
ff he and she cannct settle their own
affairs they must go unsettled There
is nothing more destructive to the
peace and happiness of a home than
the daily little bickeringsand bits ol
fault-findingin which so many husbande
and wives indulge. Of course there
I

are the “blue Monday”
Ohio Democrats Want Thurman to
for Governor.

a litth

glycerine on the face at night, washing
it off in warm water and a few dropi
of ammonia in the morning.

sort of days,

Run when nothing goes right, and a
of evil

seems

spirit

to have taken possession

[Columbus (Ohio) speclall
of the entire household.
central organ of tho Ohio
Such days come to best regulated
Democracy nppearea this morning in a families. It is human nature. It is an
leading editorial calling npon ex- Senator ont-croppingof our inmate tendency tc
Thurman to consent to allow the use of his go wrong at times. Sometimes I am
name for the coming gubernatorialnominglad that snch days come to our house,
ation in spite of his letter of declination.
This line of action means that for we are all so liappy after we have
Thurman will accept the nomina- ‘kissed and made up” all round. I
tion if nnanimonslfr tendered him, •ever say anything whenlhearhnaand is so interpreted by politicalthinkers jauds and wives declare that in all the
here. It is wall understoodthat Thurman ten, fifteen, or twenty years of their
does not want the nomination,bat his married lives they never had “a single
friends claim that he coold not be patriotic
3ross word.” I keep mum becanse I
and decline to accept of a party which has
done so much for him, and it is late to tell them I don't believe what
understood that with these assuranceshis ;hey say, and 1 just don't believe 11
name will be presentedto the Cleveland Wo are not angels, and only angels
:onld live that way. But, whatever
convention.
Dur differences, do let ns keep them to
“I left a boy about twelve years old out ourselves. Disasterfollows in the wake
here when I went in,” said a firmer yester- of the man or woman who tells to the
day as he came out of the City HalL “I world his or her qnarrels with John or
saw him, sir,” said a bootblack about a foot Mary.
is the word. •— Good
high. “Where did he go?” “Why, he ran
his tongue at me, and the last I saw of him
he was going for the woods. I don’t take
Our sufferings have much to do with
sass from any granger, I don't!”
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HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS, Editor.
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11,
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The

schooner Queen of the Lakes, was

in port to-day being

in-

By call of a petition the Highway Commissioner of Olive Township appearedon
the premises, to lay a road on the east side
of the Bee Line ditch, commencing at the
town line between Olive and Robinson
and running south until it reaches tbe

They gave me several shocks with the littlemachine, but they could not “ornament” onr building, not much. One of onr neighbors, a couple of
miles sooth of here, had his log house and barn
adorned. You see he thought that the coat would
be a trifle as they are very liberal gentlemen.

tbe custom officials. The highway, running east and we«t a dis- They give the points, balls, arrows, a .d such fixings and only charge so much per foot for the rods
Queen has the exclusiveright to carry tance of one-half mile. But some queerminded people of this community, in no that go from the point along the ridge up and
passengers on Macatawa Lake in connecway affectedby tbe laying of said road, down the corners and aa soon aa possible enter
tion with the C. & W. M. excursion trains. got up and signed a remonstrance to be terra flrma When they had put up the rods on
Sue is a roomy, light draft side-wheel considered with the petition.The couse- bis buildings to their satisfaction,lo and behold
spected

W

measured and

Mr. Silas Headley is a brother to Baldwin their getting a neighbor that had danced to the
Headley of this place, and a divine and tuneoftlOO,to help convince yon that tbe thing
preached to a well filled bouse here last waa useful as well aa ornamental, or did they apply the galvanic battery to yon to convince yon?
Sunday, afternoon and evening.

by

'

Comnicely fitted out and her owners quencewas to
1 postpone
... 4.the
.
.n,an,n .Kin misslouer’s decision until the* twentieth
for a big business a. Macatawa this ftf lhfl nwiafint month This short niece
of the present month. This short piece

-

craft,

,
look

wuon.—Qrand Haven Evening Tiibune

-

.

the bill was jnst $100, no more, no leas.

Now

•

this

neighbor la

a

Hollander and claims that he

didn’t understand that hla $25 honae was to have

most desirable public 850 worth of rods and is not satisfiedwith them.
acquisitionsknown anywhere in this vi- The other neighbors aa far as we have heard are
June 8.
cinity. It connects in a straight lipe with well pleasedand we think that n building Is not
Iw the General Synod of the Reformed the Bee Line road running to Grand completewithout rods, although I do not think ol
Haven by way of Robinson, and being purchasing these kind of rods as they do not, as I
Church in America, held at Catskill,
located on the east side of the ditch will understandIt, Insure against anything bnt lightY., on last week Thursday, the following
always remain free from obstruction ning. and I want my buildings insured against
in relation to memorials looking
caused by the driftingof the snow in the thunderas well as llthtning. I am somewhat like
organic union with the Presbyterian winter, and becomes
— a- matter
----- -- in
--which
----- an
nu old
OIU man
lUnll that
Ulol I1 was
WUo acquainted
^iLijuniuvcu with
mm some years
the
traveling
public
have
a
deep
interest aKObythe name of John Brown. Ho arose to
Church was unanimously adopted:
which should not be overlooked. One Bpeak |n church onca on R tirao and Wfl8 gpoaklnR
1. That the indications of Providence
cause of the opposition that prevailed
differentways
ways In which people die. He
are not of such a nature as to make the a notice of Adam Lick to close the road
said sometimes we drop dead and sometimes we’re
present effort of some in this direction wise now used, running by the postofflee, as it
killed by thunder and sometimes we’re killed by
or hopeful of good to the church. From is included in his recent purchase of the
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholcsomcness.
More economical
all present appearancesit would only be
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
detrimental to our peace, unity and pros
property. While such an obstruction trying to got onr last nickel and so far wo have competition with the multitade of low test, short
perity.
would assuredly maae
d a dcaf bnt Jf there ehou]d come tQ Hol_ weight alnm or phosphate powders. Sold only in
make u
it very -incon
cans. Rotal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall 8t.,
2. That the present duty of our Re- Tcmcnt
living
, ltl„Ddct'a„dDg rod peddlcr j... New York.
50-48w.
formed Church, its ministers and mem there it can in no manner juatify the
„j4Kl! „
-THEplease directhim this way.
hers, is not to agitate and probably disrupt taken to defeat the laying of the read
West Olive.
itaelf with vain questions,but with evi- alluded to, as Mr. Lick’s action in the
dently much possible work to do, to do its matter was in no way affected thereby. June 2.
duty, as God has given and stives to us, We learn, however, that the dissatisfied
Everyone is happy on account of the recent rain!
loyally and faithfully,till such a time as parlies have made a compromise with Mr. fall.
IS THE OHE TO BUT?
the workings of His spirit shall indicate Lick, which we hope may result in the
G. Gokey has graded Main streetIn front ot the
much more manifestly tnan at present end to the entire satisfactionof all parties, business places.
Because it la the only maebino in tbe
For the next
“Andrew.”
that our denominationalwork Is done.”
Anglers have been very successful In Pigeon
market which can be adjusted in a
moment to cut grass from one to twelve
River this spring.
June 2.
Annual Alumni.
Inches high.
Nelson Dreece returned fiom Sullivan last week
Frank Brower left for Buffalo, New York, on
bringing the measleswith him.
They are made with double gear, giving
The “Alumni Association of Hope Col- Monday of last week to visit frienda and relatives We are pleased to note qnito a number of extra
it ease of motion so that a child can run
living there.
I can be found in the Bosman
lege” will hold its annual public meeting
attendants at Snnday school lately.
it. Tbe material used in manufacturing
Fred N. Waffle moved his goods to Holland on
Mahlon Trumble is in the employ of the Chicatbe mower la of the very best quality.
in the College Chapel, on Tuesday, June
building,
opposite
Van
Duren
Wednesday with a view of making that place
go & West Mich. R’y with headquartersat HolCome and examine it before you buy
21, at 8 p. m. The exercises will be con- temporaryhome.
land.
any
other.
Bros,
shoe
store,
and
will
sell
A
refreshing
shower
engaged
our
attention
for
ducted according to the following proStation Agent Shearer had Snow at his place
of road is one of the

POWDER

was

Absolutely Pure.

why

•

part

(or

veryjucon

near

•

REMOVAL

If.;

.

Lawn Mover

Superior

60

an hour or more in an unpleasantmanner Tues-

gram:
Grafton—

Rev. A. Vennema, Kalama-

day afternoon while driving In

an

open wagon on

recently.She returned
after a

to

her

homo

Muskegon

In

KANTERS & SONS.

R.

goods at a

all

short visit.

our way home from Holland.

C. Claus, the old veteran, has again received
The contract has been let to a Hoblnson man by
marching orders from hla commandingofficer and
Ctafefoi-Rev. J. P. De Jong, New the name of Reed to carry the mall from Robinson
he marched. He is a victim of strikes,lock-outs
to Holland,and the praspectof collecting the
Holland, Mich.
and a disagreement on “home rule.”
Jbm— Rev. A. Oilmans, Nagasaki, revenues that may accrue therefromis forever lost We are Indebted to SupervisorNorrington for
to West Olive.
for a
the following figures taken from bis roll. The in order to
Japan.
A ion of William Roberts had his foot Injured a
The people of Holland and vicinity, short time ago, caused by the kick of a cow, which total amount of real estate of the town Is valued at complete
stock
I
$456,850,while the personal property Is valued at
and all friends of Hope College are cor- has terminated quite seriouslyby causing the foot $19,013 making a total of $505,102.
to skcII to an unusualsize, giving severe and con
possession
dially invited.
A heavy freight train going south last week
slant pain lasting for several days, allowingno
broke a coupling and left several cars standing on
There will be a businessmeeting of the
rest or sleep. We learn that the swelling has
the hill jnst south of here, and had it not been for store to be built on the corner
Alumni, on Wednesday morning, June broke and that the boy is easier.
tbe timely flaggingof a train following a terrible
It is quite gratifying to know that “H. A.
22, at 0 o’clock.
of Eighth and
streets.
accident would have been the result.
All tbe graduates are strongly urged to takes our advise so kindly which he disclaims to
What West Olive needs: A capitalist to invest
need. It might benefit that erring mother. We
be
Henry Boers, Sec'y.
in manufacturing. The mill bnlldinghere conld
do not claim to be endowed with prophetic vltion,
be need for that purpose and there la plttnty of
Holland, Mich, June 8, 1887.
or great mathematicalskill to determine beforetimber here, hands are plenty, and splendid shiphand the time and place of coming events, bat
ping facilities; more of a charitable ieelingamong
Bosm&n-Runlon.
somehow we have been strangely impressed for
It* citizens,and more keeping of agreements in
and get
some time that portions of this region waa soon
business; people attendingto thelr^ownbusiness
At Ann Arbor last evening in the presto be dlstnrbedby an unusual commotion which
and letting the affaire of other people alone; more
ence ot a small gathering of relativesand we mention,to account to “H. A.” for the tresubscribers to the News that the people may keep
intimate friends, Dr. JohnW. Bosman, mendous •‘fever”and “night mare” Into which he
posted on affairs, foreign and domestic. “H. A.’’
snpposedthe earthqnakehad thrown ns, and it
Jr., of this city, was united in marriage to
will also show how correct impressions
of this naMiss Estelle V. Runion, daughter of Mr.
Mr. Editobj-Wc are sorry we crowded “H.
ture may sometimes prove to be. We would
O. BREYMAN.
and Mrs. Geo. Runion, of Miller avenue, break the newa gently and regret to learn of aeri- A .” so hard that he sought to resort to the art of
Holland, Mich., April 28. 1887.
Belzebnb. We feel gnilty that we have made one
in that city. The ceremony was per- ona consequences.
of the “chosen” leave the “straight and narrow
The W. C. T. U. held an open meeting in onr
formed by Rev. Dr. Ramsey, and was folBrewster's Patent Rein Home .
way” even long enout-h to prevaricateIn order to
school home on Hatnrdayevening,May 28. The
Your tines ars where you put thom— - ot
io wed by a brief and quiet reception . Dr,
crawl oal of a mean trick. We are not “religions, ’’
order of exerclaea were recitations,readtng, and
under hones’ fret. One agent sold litdoz in
6 daya, one deniertold A do*, tn 15 dc/s.
and Mrs. Bosman le'.t Ann Arbor last singing. The Rev. N. L. Brockway was present bnt we believe In the truth,and when an upholder
Samples worth gl.50 kuez. Write for ten. a.
night for their home in this city. The and made some well chosen remarks upon the sub- of those truths,a follower of Christ's,etc., tarns
E. E. BREWSTER, Holly, Midbis back on the fundamentalprincipalsof Christ's
newly wedded couple were the recipients ject of temperance and temperancework at the religion,it is enongh to make one sick at heart.
of many valuable tokens of the esteem in close. There was a fall attendance and the occa- We hope “H. A.” will really get religionsome day
•Ion waa aa pleasantand entertainingaa one
and then he will see this in tbe same light. We
which they are held. Dr. Bosman is one
could desire.After the meeting bad broken up,
of the most successful young physicians there was a little pngilistic exercise that came off said In our former article that “H. A.’’ was
“crackedIn the upper story,”in this we were mis- The finest fnll-blooded Norman stallions,coal|n southern .Michigan, and during his res- not down on the programme. One of the boys
taken, bis poor head is too soft to crack. Yon re- black, 3 years old, will be at tbe foi.owlng places
idence In this city has made a host of was jostled and stepped on the toes of a yonng member Achillea waa dipped in the river Styx, hla
during the season of 1887:
lady standing behind him. On taming to apolofriends and admirers. The bride is one
mother making tbe fatal error of not dipping tbe
One always at the Stable of H. Boone, Holland.
gize he encounteredfirst a right, then a left handheel by which he was held and Pares finding this
of the brightest and fairest daughters of
The
other on Mondays at East Sangatnck, at G.
er, straight from the shoulder, right square beweak spot destroyed him. “H. A.” In like H. Brink’s; Tuesdaysat Fillmore Center, at H. J.
the Athens of Michigan, and both parties tween the eyes. The young lady bad a decided
Achilles In one respect, hi has hla weak spot, and Klomparens’place; Wednesdays at Drenthe, at H.
to the happy event must be congratulated. advantageboth in height of person, and length of
this can be fonnd anywhere above hla shoulders.
Bakker’splace; Thursday afternoonsand Friday
arm, and waa allowed to come off victorious. The
The Herald thereforemost heartily conYou will further remember that when the ancient forenoons at Zeeland,!at Van Eenenaam’a place;
parties to this conflictare both “new converts,"
gratulates Dr. and Mrs. Bosman, and and oar advise would be that they go hand In Greeks wanted to learn wisdom they sought “de- Friday evenings and Saturday forenoons! at North
parted shades in the classic halls of Hades,” We Holland, at Wabeke’s farm.
wishes that the happy years of their mar- hand to a throne of grace for final adjustment.
would advise “H. A .” to do likewise and upon bis
BOONE & HELLKNTHAL.
That
surprising
and
most
remarkable
selection
ried life may be as numerous as an overarrivalat the ferry, Charron will doubtless accomHolland, Mich., April 6,
10-3m.
of God’s choice, known among men as £d. Trowruling Providence ever accords to the lot
modate him with a return ticket.
bridge, stood up again last Sunday for abont an
Yours Truly, “Sinner”
of m&n.— KalamazooHerald, June 7.
hour before^a small assembly In onr school house
to give the people light concerning the millennium
Twenty-second Annual Commencementof
which he has ascertained commenced a few weeks
Hope College, June, 1887.
ago. His lungs are used mainly In this effort
which appear well fitted for the purpose and in exThe Exercises will be as follows :
cellentcondition. It seems that he has chosen
&
The beat of bargains in
Tbe Examination of the undergraduate thi^ place on account of its ceatral position,ana
classes will begin on Wednesday, June flatters, or persuades, himselfthat he can make
TATION COMPANY.
blmsell beard from tbo shores of the Atlantic,to
15th, at 9 o'clock, a. m., and continuefor
those of the broad Pacific.We listenedattentivethree days.
ly for some time to catch an Intelligentword or
The Baccalaureate Sermon, by the Pres- two, but without avail. Reports received from a
ident, in Hope Church, on Sunday, June hundred miles or more away may bo more satisf
factory. An entrance to tbe bouse was effected
19th, at 7:80 p. m.
on this occasion throngh an nngnardedwindow.
The RhetoricalExercises of the GramHilton Buboi, St, Jotepb,
Cbitago,
Oil
Some of onr citizenshere are “cranky” enough to
mar School, in the Chapel, on Monday, raise the question whether the people have a conTbe new and elegant Propellnr

zoo, Mich.

Great Sacrifice in Price
make room

new

when

take

of

my new

Market

present.

CALL EAELY

For names of two book agonts
and 12 cents In stamps, to pay
Large Steel Pari
rlor
i Presidents, Inig' Clevelond,
_________ ____
, worth
.....
Inches,
$5.
eluding
size _______
22x28 _______
Also the great book for agents,“The Lives and

S^v'sFree
t

-

i

I

$60

ALLISON. "Took 10 orders first day.”-T.
FUNK. Owing to the coming Presidential camW.

paign It onteells all other books In the field. Complete outfit, Including engraving, for 50 cents In

stamps. Always address ELDER PUB. CO.,
Chicago.

III.

Richest

Humorous Booh of

the Age.

Samantha at Saratoga!
by

Joaiah Allen’s Wife. Miss Holly spent

season amid the whirl of fashionat Saratoga, and lakes off Us follies, flirtations, low neck
dressing,pug dogs, etc. , in her inimitable mirthprovoking style. The book is profuselyillustrated
by OrriR the renowned artist of Puck. Will sell
all laet

Immensely. Price

i

$2.50. BRIGHT

Good Bargains mkj'Sismw™"* w
SECURITY
a-

CORSET.
ELEGANCE.

ORT
COMFORT
ECONOMY

.

DURABILITY

Ho
Breaking In”

M

process, with

accompanying

Marcus and Dick.

discomfort.
!

Cenfsrma to
the flfwe of
the wearer In
the moot trying positions.

Genuine
Whalebone
[Used by oar new
process, each
piece hav

MANOTAOTUUD) BT

WEED8P0RT SKIRT A DRESS

!

CO.

WEEDHrOKT, N.Y.

1887.

FOR SAXE BT

BARGAINS!!

GRAHAM

Daily

p.

m., and

the Anni- stitutionalright to assemble together on any pub-

place, at

7

:30 p.

lic occasion for

and fools.

m.

Hie meeting of the Council in

C-AR/IPETS,

room, on Tuesday, June

21st,

“Andrew.”

Lake Shore.

at 10:80 a.
June 2.

m., and a meeting of the

Alumni in

the

Chapel, at 7:30 p. m.

The

regular College

J. Jennings ban been awarded tbe Job of carrying the mall between Ventura and Holland.

Commencement

Onr grass, oats, and other crops, look fresh and

in

the Third Reformed Church, on Wednes-

green after the

warm

refreshing showers lately.

epi
Benton Harbor daily, except
Saturdays,at 8 o'clock p. m., and Si
Joseph at 9:80 p. m. Returningwill
leave Gbicago, J. H. Graham & Go’s,
dock, 4G River street, “foot of Wabash

may

be obtained at the

Price 5 Gents.

new

FURNITURE STURE

Avo.,” daily at 9 o’clock a. m., excepting
Saturdaysand Sundays. Saturday's boat
leaves at 11:80 p.
Good connections

--

OF-

m.

made

and

at Benton Harbor
by
We wish to thank the ladles of Holland for the are
hospitalityand kindnessextendedto the soldiers taking this route a saving of $1,00 In fare
is made on each ticket to or from Chicago.
It is desired to have all these exercises on Memorial Day.
No
charge at Benton Harbor for transferMrs.
West
and
mother,
of
Grand
Kapida,
have
begin at tbe time mentioned.
parlog baggage. Buy your R. R. tickets to
been
visiting
hereon
the
shore
fora
few
days.
ents and friends of the students are parBenton Harbor and try this route.
They returned home again last Monday.
ticularly invited, and it is our wish to
. S.
J. H.
J
Eraatni Collinge,the blind boy, is slowly gainawaken, in tbe whole community, a deep- ing strength under the treatment of Dr. Wetmore,
Sec’y and
Prest,

Wm.Verbeek

The

MORTON,

in the old postofficebuilding

on

Eighth Street.

GRAHAM,

Treas.

Hope College and its work.
Charles Scott, Preeident.

Holland, Mich., June

4, 1887.

OUT AROUND.
Ottawa Station.
June

OUR PRICES.

ervices were bold

.

-

minister
was from Grand Rapids.
--------------of

9,

THE LEONARD
CALL AND SEE US AND LEARN

althongh he does not recover bis light, aa yet.

Mrs. Rogers died on May 23rd and the funeral
on May 28th at the Methodiat
Church here. Mr. Alberti came down with Ihe
hearse and took charge of the funeral. There
wereoverthlrtyteams in the processionand the
church was crowded with people. The officiating

X

3 'OTeels.s We

FivoWaUiinallTsolla

a first-class store and

.

The majority
.

mon and we consider it one of the best that we
have ever had the pleasure of listening to.
Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, agents
Have the lightning rod men been around your and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Address
all orders to
Ohio, relativesof Baldwin Headly, arrived way yet? Did yon buy the usual number of feet of
K FOX,
here on a visit last week. They all re- rods! Did yon give your notes for |100, no more,
turned to tbeir homes again tins week. no less? Did von take to the thing willingly,by
Franklin Square
T.

ONE DOLLAR.

ucnuiy,
Head!?, jure,
Mrs. v/uner
Colier auu
and
daughter,and Mrs. Jane Cruao, of Wayland, and Mr. Stephenson and wife, of

is

no trouble

.

.M-v,...

.

\

,

*

%

,

Y

•

N

in

it

Iron Shelvesand AirTight Locks. Great variety. For fiunilles,grocers
and hoteia Pricea low.

show

to

-

our stock,

For Sale by

WM. VERBEEK.

RICHARD

-

Clkanablk, with Mot
able Flues, Solid Ase
Carved and Omamen

ed, Tripl* Wallid.
Chabcoal Filled and
anc
Metal Lined, making

keep everything kept

the congregation were well pleased with the eer- suites for three months on receipt of

jur.
Mr. oiioB
Silas

HAVANA FILLED

Paintings,

day, June 22nd at 7:80 p. m.

er interest in

JVC

Picture Frames, and

Will leave

their

cc

Line

TuOHjA.

tbe purpose of listeningto lunatics

SMOKE

Furniture, Wall Paper,

Moat

d

versary of the “Ulfilas Club,” in the same

!

MORTON TRANSPOR-

BETWEEN

June 20th, at 2:80

!

Holland, Mich.,

May

19.

1897.

16-lyr.

i

R.

Ranters & Sons
isSl

•

'j

i.v-YY

I

f

7 V;*!?

1

ArtonlghlngSuoom
Merchant Tailors.
parson wholh&s
and the same it hereby ordered in accordance uaea Boschee't German Syrup to let its
j^RUSSE
BROS.,
Merchant Taiion.
with thi* resolution of the Common Council,
wonderful qualitiesbe known to ihelr Clothing in city. Eighth
1
The Common Council met in regular passed December 21st, 1887.
friends in curing. Consumption, severe
That all that part of Market street aforesaid be
session and was called to order by the
Marble Works.
graded the entire width therof,pursuant to grade Coughs, Croup. Asthma, Pneumonia, and
Mayor.
and profile to be establishedby the Common In fact all throat and lung diseases. No
R' N-' de»l«r 7n Granite and
Present: Mayor McBride, Alderman Council as hereafter further directed.
prson can use It wiihout immediate reThat the stamps he removed and the sidewalks lief. Three doses will relieve any case,
Harrington,DeMerell,DeVries, Stebetee,
Kramer, Kulte, Van Ark, and the Clerk. -and cross walks along said part of Market street as and we consider it the duty of all Drugaforesaid, be taken up wherever this shall be
Meat Markets.
Reading of the minutes was suspended. made necessary, and relaid upon tbe grade to be gists to recommend it to the poor, dying
establishedas above set forth, after the grading consumptive,at least to try one bottle, as
Leendert Mulder and five others prop- proper is completed.
OommlgBlon Merchant,
80,000 dozen bottleswere sold last yqsr,
erty owners on Seventh street, between
That all shade trees on said part of said street be
CommiB8Ion Merchant, and
River and Lake streets, remonstrated loft as they now stand, except such as it is found and no one case where it tailed was reIn Gra,n' F,our Produce. Higheit
against the proposedarading of that part necessary to remove, ail such shade trees to be ported. Such a medicine as the German market price paid for
'»
taken up and reset with as little Injury as possible Syrup cannot be too widely known. Ask store, corner Eighth and Fish et Othce in Brick
of Seventh street as useless expense, until to such shade trees .
rests.
your druggist about it. Sample bottles
VAWfl?HU5E*7 if yAN HER VEER, Pint
an embankment is made across the swamp
That after the grade is completeda road-bed be
Drugs and Medloineg.
odband.
west, and a work that would injure prop- constructed ol gravel along the center of said part to try, sold at 10 cents. Regular size, 75
cents. Sold by all Druggists and Dealers,
erty owners on both sides of said part of of Market street, as follows :
Millinery.
STUItR’ Krcmcrg A u*ns*
Seventh street without benefittinganyone. The average thickness of gravel to be nine in tbe United States and Canada.
Inches, so spread that the same will be twelve
Cornelius Vinke petitioned “that hav. inches thick in the center and six inches thick on
Saved His Life.
ing ascertained that the expense ot grad- the sides. The road-bed to be twenty-fonrfeet
ing aud gravelingSeventh street will be wide and the gravel to be of a quality equal to
Mr.
D.
I.
Wllcoxson, of Horse Cave, and DomcgMc Clgarg^.mPOrtC^ “avaM’ Ke7
that on Tenth or Cedar stroeta.
more tban at first understood,and as it
Ky., says be was, for many years, badly
That the expenseand cost of said improvement
will include new sidewalksand probable and work to be defrayed by a special assessment afflicted with Phthisic, also Diabetes;the
M‘ d” proPrle,or of First
Photographers.
removal of fences, and as there are fam- upon that part of Market street as aforesaid, pains were almost unendurableand would compounded day or nigra.
excepting
that
the
intersections
of
Fifth,
Sixth,
ilies who cannot, and do not, pay taxes, he
sometimes almost throw him into convulSeventh, Eleventh,Thirteenth,Fourteenth,Fifwas not in favor of the grading, preferring teenth and Sixteenthstreets, with said part of sions. He tried Electric Bitters and got
a,ld Pharmacist;a
. *
flU1 elock 01 Koods appertaining to the busto have the street remain as it is for the Market street and the frontage of Centennial relict from first bottle and alter taking six iness.
present. For these reasons I desire to Park or Market Square, on said part of said bottles, wns entirely cured, and had
Market street as aforesaid, be assessedagainst
druggists and bookseller*,
have my name erased from the petition the City of Holland and paid from the generalfund. gained in flesh eighteen pounds. Soys he
favoring same.'1
and
HivwStSS!*
C0,npI«Ul* cor eighth
That the taking up aud relaying of cross walks, positivelybelieves he would have died,
Physicians.
J. Smits and twenty-five others, owners If snch should become necessary, be done by the had it not been for the relief afCommissioner,under instructions of the forded by Electric Bitters.Sold at fifty
Dry Goods and Groceries.
of property fronting on Seventh street, Street
Common Council.
cents a bottle by Yates & Kano, Holland,
protested against the grading of said street
That the lots and lands upon which said special
as petitioned for, as being unnecessary assessment shall be levied,shall Include lots one and A. De Kruli, Zeeland.
and uncalled for, at this time, and a and ten, In block twenty; lots four and five, in
burden which a large number of property block twenty-one, exccptlug right of way of Chicago and West Michigan Hallway; lots eight and
MAKaiHh^nn!rM.lan an,d, 8ur«e0D- Office
owners are unable to pay; therefore pray nine, in block twenty-six; lots one and ten, la
iu-sinesss
of Eighth aud Fish lieetTfn l.m,«,do/ncc’
Corner
that action for the grading of said street block twenty-seven; lots one and ten, in block
thirty; lots eight and nine, in block thlrty-oue:
be suspended.
m.. and ‘3 to 5 p . m
lots eight and nine, in block thirty-six;lots one
For Boiled Oil, Linseed Oil and MaAid. Steketee moved that the above and ten, In block thirty-seven;lots one and ten,
petitionsand remonstrancesbe referred to in block forty;lots eight and nine, in block forty- chine Oil; While Lead, strictly pure, in
one; lou eight and nine, in block forty-six;lots
the committee on streets and bridges.— eight and nine, in block forty-nine; lots six and any quantity, and at the lowest possible
In rooms over News Office 9
0fl!ce:
Lost.
seven, In block fifty-four;lot* one and ten, in prices,call at the Drug Store of
block fifty-five; lota one and eight, In block fiftyDr. W. Van Puttkn.
Aid. Harrington moved that the clerk eight; lots six and seven, in block fifty-nine;lots
Saloons.
prepare a list of the names of the owners throe ariB four, In block sixty-fonr;lots one and
Try our yew Jeweler, C. A. Steven,
of property on Seventh street, and the ten, in block sixty-five;lota one and ten, in block
sixty-six;lots three and four, in block sixty-seven,
amount of frontage owned by each person or any part or sub-division of said lots aud blocks, aou, next door to tbe News office. 12-tf
signing tbe petitionfor, and also the and on the intersectionsof Fifth, Sixth, Seventh
For Sixty Pays
amount of property owned by those remon- Eleventh, Thirteenth, Fourteenth.Fifteenth and
and River atiSSta. C^ockc^7,^ «lty, cor. Eighth
Sixteenth streets and the irontage of Centennial
strating against the proposedgrading and
Park, or Market Square, and the said lands and The large quantity of White Lead, Oils
graveling of Seventh street.—Carried.
premises shall be designatedand are hereby de- Brushes, Paints, of all kinds, aud other
lo constitutea specialstreetdistrict, for the
deaIer ,n flno
like goods at my store will be sold at less VAGroceHe?ctAcK,Oyhe™nt0ral
Pursuant to the provisions of an ordi- clared
ctc* 0y8,c™ ,n reason.
Eighth
purpose of special assessment to defray the exnance entitled,“An ordinance relative to pense of improving,grading and graveling, and figures than these goods can be bought for
Second Hand Store.
saloons and saloon-keepers,”Michael otherwise improvingsaid part oi Market street, as at wholesale. Call early
VA
Drv Gomis*’!?' & 8i(^®' 0ene«,*l Dealer* In
Seery petitioned for and was granted a aforesaid, said districtto be known as Market
Hk. W. Van Pctten.
Street Special Street AssessmentDistrict.
C.p.,PI^r,Pro;i.<?„We'' “'1
license to keep a saloon, at Kruiscnja’s
That the plans, profiles diagrams, and estimates,
Just received a large stock of Lawns
building on Eighth street. Yeas: Har- for said improvements, submitted by Geo. H.
ci*h' J!" pr°P!;lo,orof the Pbrenix
________ Watches and Jewelry.
rington, DeMerell, DeVries, Steketee, Sipp, City Surveyor, and depositedwith the city and Summer Dress goods, at
Merch.,,ll,eP^hRitr.en5°T.nj,,h‘;rJ.l!.at°erfll
clerk
for pnblic examination,
be
and
tbe
same
are
Kramer, Kuite and Van Ark, 7: nays:
D. Bertscii’s.
hereby approved, and said improvement is hereby
»a
none.
ordered in conformity therewith.— Adopted,yeas
»nd Eighth
Corn®f of M^ket
AEi^,'fla?;cv0ntkNo,lE7'h
*n<1 ,F*”cy
Harrington, DeMerell, DeVries, Steketee, Kramer,
City flail.
*treot opposite
Paint Your
Buygy.
The following bills were presentedfor Kuite
and Van Ark, 7; nays, none.
payment, viz: Geo. H. Bipp, salary as
Save money by buying 75 cents’ worth
Aid. Harringtonmoved that the Board of AsDire and Life Insurance.
clerk, $37.50; Edward Vaupell, salary as
sessors of the city of Holland be instructed to of Neals Carriage Paints, in all shades
marshal, $39.10; Wm. Verbeek, salary as forthwith make a special assessment roll of
and Colors. It drys quick, has a brilliant
treasurer,$33.91; W. Noble, salary light- "Market street special street assessmentdistrict,”
LAAgemTGJoodA.ndFrenaln.Dd
L'fe lD,urtnc«
Miscellaneous.
gloss, and renders varnishing unnecessary. acted8 Give ,neae"i.rcllable Co“i»nie* repr«.
ing lamps one month, $35.00; E. J. to defray the costa and expensesof said improve- It is unequaled for beauty and excellence
ment, as far as the same Is to be raised by special
KE1sTlfL' laid dcaler In lumber, lath, shingles,
Harrington,R. N. DeMerell,B. Steketee, assessment, said special assefsment to be made of quality. For sale at the Drug Store oi
Furniture.
Jacob Kuite, P. H. McBride, G. J. Van pro rata according to frontage upon said part of
Db. W. Van Putten.
Duren, Geo. H. Sipp, service on Board of Market street included in said special assessment
districtheretoforedetermined, each foot frontage
Review, each $8.00; G.J. Diekema .service
to be assessed alike. That the total amonnt to be
on Board of Review, $3.00; G. Schatfenaar, assessed shall be the amount as estimatedin tbe
spading around trees in parks, $15.00; Ed
The premises known as the Germania
Flour Mills.
House arc for rent immediately. Apply
J. Harrington, 4 loads of manure and
Chicago and West Michigan Hailway.'
It is the duty of every

Holland, Mich, June

7,

1887.
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Own
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To-Rent.
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hauling gravel,$7.04; telephone, 1 month nays, none.
H. Kceniosbero. ll-t
Propf,c'°r, mannTaking Effect Sunday, Mai/ 22, 1887.
er firet-cla,* fl0o„rPnrl,y and PeVeral °ther brand*
for marshal, $3.88; D. Levency, building Counciladjournedto Tuesday, June 14, 1887,
at7:30p. m.
four sidewalks, $6.30; Holland City News,
Try our New Jeweler, u A. StevenFROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
son. next door to the News office. 12-tf.
city printing, $17.30; P. Koning, filling
NPt
TOWNS.
up eleven fire wells, $55 00; Holland City
Vfatl Exp. Exp. Mix.
Save
Your
Money
—
'- News, printing 100 books of ordinances,
Wining Hard-Wood Floors,
a.m. p.m. atm. a.m.
Hardware.
$87.70; Geo. U. Slpp and two assistants,
Holland .............10 20 1 15 12 10
“Yes, I deal in antique furniture, and By buying Brushes, of all kinds and quali4 45
survey, profile, and estimates for grading
Grand Junction ...... 11 37 2 03 1 28 8 05
get up newf ruiture on antique models, ties, from a tooth brush to a kalsomlne
Bangor
...............
Market street, $17.62; Geo. H. Sipp and
11 57 2 17 1 47 9 20
brush, at the store of
Benton Harbor ...... 1 25 8 00 3 10 12 00
one assistant, setting stakes for fill on and repair things, and so on, but my
New
Buffalo
..........
Dr. W. Van Pctten.
2 25 400 4 45 300
Sixth street,$2 00; M. Jansen, repairing principal business is in waxing floors—
Chicago ............. 5 13 6 40
•7 45
pump for Mrs. De Boer, $8.00; John hard-woodfloors, of course. This is
VA8to0ve8RTpiinBt*’ ‘/l,0*11®"1Hardware.
p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
increasing
all
tue
time.
I
don’t
have
Try
our
New
Jeweler
C.
A.
Stevenstreet,
opp^PoefblV0118’
°,a8e’
0lC
’
E,*hlh
Kruiseoga, paid five poor orders, $15.00;
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
Boot & Kramer, paid two poor orders, mu.rl: to do with the floors oi dancing son, next door to the News office. 12-tf,
a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.
$5.50; M. Harrington, paid two poor buds, Krause the men having charge
Chicago ............ 9 00
orders, $5.00.— Allowed and warrants is- oi tuem get into the way of waxing the
New liuflalo ........ 11 85 6 10 12 10 4 45
Benton Harbor ....... 12 80 7 00 1 25 7 50
sued on the city treasurer for the several floors themselves. It is in private
Bangor ............. 1 IK
amounts.
houses that my services are in demand.
Grand Junction ...... 205 807 8 12 12 26
Holland .........
The Committee on Poor reported pre- Three years ago there were very few
8 03
Produce, Eto.
p m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
senting the semi-monthly report of the waxed floors in New York residences,
(WHOLESALE.)
director of the poor and said committee but they are all the rage now among
*HOM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDH
(Correct td every Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
Hotels.
recommendingtwenty-five dollars for the New Yo kers who live in good style.
Mail. Exp Exp. Exp. F’gt.
Apples, $1D0; Beans, 75 to $1.00; Butter, tScta;
support of tbe poor, for the two weeks, Some have them because they are nice
#
Po,al°«*
p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p. m.
ending June 32nd, 1887, and having fora german or a small social party; w:o 50c?: lone7, 10c; 0nioD!i•
Holland ............. 805 900
RETAIL.
500
rendered aid to the amount of twenty-two
Zeeland ............ 3 18
4 56 1020 5 41
but they are also popular among those
Grand
Rapids
........
ii?PPu®,?*1,^;,B®,VJ?*U5:
Battei
12
to
14c;
Egg!
dollars.— Approved and warrants ordered
8 55 945 5 45 1100
7 85
who do not dance, for they give an air He. Honey, 12c; Ouioni.OOc;Potatoes, 05 to 8()c
issued in payment thereof.
FROM
GRAND
RAPIDS
TO
HOLLAND.
of richness, of well keeping, and are so
Grain, Feed, Etc.
The Street Commissioner reported for much cleaner than carpets ever can be.
a. m. p.m. Ptm. p.m.
(WHOLESALE.)
Grand Rapids ....... 910 12 80 11 00 600
apportioned Hotel. Rate* reasonable.
the month of May, 1887.— Filed.
(Corrected every Frida* by IF. H TUack.)
When you sweep a carpet you send up
^!»“d ..............9 54
n 42 5 41
40c; bran, * 100 lbs.. 73c; ijariey
lolland ..............
The clerk presented liquor bond of a cloud of dust and libers from it, but V Buckwheat,
JO 05 1 15 11 50 5 55
cwv, 90 eti, Clover seed, V bu.M 50 • Corn MpiI
Livery and Sale Stables.
Michael Seery as principal, and Anton that cannot be the case with a waxed
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSK EGON.
Corn’ -heired,
$4.40; Fine Corn Meal, W 100 fl>a., at 40- Fend ®
Seif, and Exavtor F. Sutton, as sureties,
floor, which gathers no dust, and the
a m. p.m. a. m.lp.m. p. m.
ton $19 00; Hay. $9.00" Middlinjw.^iw aJi*
in the sum of three thousand dollars, for
'lolland ..............10 16
t5 30 j (J 00
more it is swept and brushed and pol- W)c; Oau, 23 cts. ; Poarl Barley, » ]00 lbs. *600’ eral teamingdone, cor. Market and Seventh *t*
9 05
Grand Haven ....... 10 5'i 3 43 6 3o| f, 40
approval.—Approved, yeas: Harrington,
9 45
ished the smoother and brighterit be8.Ced’ *20°; Wheat, wbRe!
Ferryiburg ..........10 57
DeMerell, DeVries, Steketee, Kramer,
9 50
Muskegon 3rd street 11 23 4 16 7 15| 7 15 10 15
comes. A hard-wood floor should be ear' 35c EU 1 ‘ 8^’ LaQCMter Red. Wc Corn
8,10 8uble;
Kuite and Van Ark, 7; nays: none.
RETAIL.
waxed thoroughly three or four times a
FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.
Also presented saloon bond of Michael
Buckwheat,60c; Bran, W 100 lbs..80c- Barlnv v T^AN RAALTE, A. C., The lineal and beet
year, besides rubbed occasionally by 100
p.m. p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
lb*.. $1.23; Clover aeed,
Sj
-virn
Seery, as principal,and ExaviorF. Sutton
stihi Ver(f k?”®8 aDd carrin^ •* Jn the city
Muskegon. 3rd itreet 1 50 1210 7 53 8 50 10 15
the servants of the house.
Stable on Market atreet near City
*
*4eRi) S,!,00 a>8'’ Corn, shelled; 50c;’ Flour
and John R. Kleyn, as sureties,in the
Ferrysburg
..........
2 15 12 32 8 15 9 17 10 43
“To wax a floor properly we first $4.80 Fine corn meal, W 100 lbs., *1 60- Kpao »
Grand Haven... .... 2 20 1235 8 20 9 22 10 48
sum of two thousand dollars, for approval.
^ Manufactories,Mills, Shops, Eto.
Holland ...........
3 00 1 10 8 55 10 03 11 S3
—Approved, yeas: Harrington,DeMerell, clean it with turpentine,so that not a
pm.
speck
of
d
rt
is
left
either
on
the
surDeVries Steketee, Kramer, Kuite and Van
FLISA«^ til .?a*?R. and CarriageMannfacI-KOM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
face or imbedded iu the exposed pores
Ark, 7; nays: none.
a.m
The marshal reported the collection of of the wood. If the wood is rough we
B/jlIand .............
10 10
#0
§»isitt<w f irfrtatij.
Fillmore ............ 3 20
$15.77, sidewalk moneys, and receipt ol sometimes scrape it and give it a coat
10 25
of shellac, to fill the pores. When it
Hamilton ......... 3 30
the city treasurer.— Filed.
10 33
Allegan ...........
4 05
1105
perfectly hard, dry, and smoothed,
The city clerk reported the collectionof
Attorneys and Justices.
we
apply
the wax in one of two ways,
FROM
ALLEGAN
TO
HOLLAND.
$315.00 city license and receipt of the city
either hard or melted, with turpentine.
Mix.
treasurer.— Filed.
DIK„^i.Q;f;’ A^eyat Law. Collections
a.m. p.m. a.m.
If the latter, it is laid on with a brush,
Allegan .............. 9 0S 5 00 11 23
The city clerk reported thafno objec°“ce' v“ d«
left to drv two or three hours, and is
r n Practical Mach In tit. Mill and Hamilton ............ 9 87 5 82 1215 .....
tions had been filed in the city, clerk’s
AA
Engine Repair* a ipecia ty. Shop on Fillmore ............
then polishedwith brushes. The wax
9 47 540
Seventh street,near
^
office, to plans, profiles, and estimates, for
Holland ....iy ....... 10 05 555 12 57
the improving,grading, and gravelingof used is common beeswax. Here is one
p m.
Market street, and that notice had been of the brushes, very large, flat, and
giyen two weeks, in the Holland City made with very stiff bristles. They p08T,J.C., Attorney and Counsellor at Law. Mill*. Tank*, etc., a apoclalty.
/.li rS I niKni «
o’clock,arriyei in Chicagoat 7:00 a. m. on Sunday.
News, according to the requirementsof cost $4 a pair, and are made large, so jLf.JS, PM,
*»<i
All traim run by Central Standardtime.
JJUNTLBY, JA8., Architect,Bnilder, and Conlaw.— Filed.'
that if desired one of them can be fixed
Tlcketa to all polnti In the United Statea and
Canada.
ner
fflC* ,D NeW M,‘1 and *actory 0D
The clerk reported the followingaddi* inder the foot by means of a strap,
Bakeries.
. W. A. GAVETT. Ah. Gen. Pan. Aat
tional oath's of office, on file in the city and the polishing done by wagging the
W. A. CARPENTER.TrafficManager. 8
clerk’s office, G. Slenk, member of a com- leg to and fro. That way of brushP^G. CHURCHILL Station Arent.
Lumber, Lath, Shinglei, and Brick. Sixth itreet
mittee to examine hotels; G. Slenk, build- ing is employed in dry waxing, which
ing inspector; G. Van Schelven, justice is much the hardest, and requires most
PHSX,nPL^N,IN(? MILL< H- E- w«rkman,
of the peace; F. J. Bchouten member of vigorous polishing.
tbe Board of Health.— Filed.
“Dry waxing costs about four times
7. * A. M.
The followingclaims having been ap- as much as the other, and will last two
Oownwatatlon of Unity Lodge.
proved by the Board of Water Commis- cr three times as long. In either case
Barbers.
HniuSr’Ah* MVVL11 b® h®ld at Masonic Hall
sioners were presented to the Common the wax has to be poiisbed right into
Mich.’ at |-7 o’alocl^on Wednesday
Council for payment, viz: P. Winter, the grain of the wood. It will not do
evening!, Jan. 5. Fob. 2, March 9, April
salary as engineer,$50.00; J. Beukema,
fw 5a
>»*• «• Sept. 28,
to put oil on a wa ed floor, as it will
Oct. 20, Nov. 80, Dec. 28. St. John, a dayi June
salary as engineer,$50.00; Holland City
24
and
December
27th.
render the snrface gummy and stickyl
Boots and Shoes.
News, printing, $2.80; R. Kanters
,
„
Huntley. W. M.
and nasW. If properly done, oiling
I O. Bpeyiun, Sec'y.
Sons, oils, paint, packing, etc., $7.85;
makes
a
floor nice, but is never so good
James B. Clow &
doz. corp.
Knights of Labor.
cocks; $11.23; J. De Feyter freight and as waxing, and costs nearly as much.
T ,K0p J” ProPrietor*of Holland
drayage on oil and pipe fittings. $1.92.— Raw linseed oil, mixed with turpentine VARh^FRE*Ni BR08-‘ deaIers in Boots and
S2:
for a drier, is used. Price? Well, Eighth Street. A
Allowed and ordered paid.
a880rtment alway« on hand. WbB, Ai
0' munlcationsshould be addressed to
that
depends
upon
the size of a floor,
Habmony Lock Box,
The Board of Water Commissioner subHolland. Mich,
mitted a schedule of water rates for the and to some extent on its condition.
year ending July 1st, 1888, which were One say 14 feet by 16 feet will ordinaK. 0. T. M.
adopted excepting that the rates for fam- rily cost $5 for oiling,$7 to $10 for waxntXC8.CSnLT®Dt’N0-69’me®t* ,n 0dd
ing, and $30 for dry waxing. There
ilies be left as they now are.
Bank.
Hali at 7:30 p. m.. on tbe Pint and Third Monday
them. For sale by all dealera.
of each month. All Sir -Knight* are cordiallyInare some floors here that I have- waxed
On motion of Aid. Harrington—
vited to attend. Cheapen Life Insurance Order
Itoolced, That the Improvement of that part of regularly for eight years past.”— New
TI7ILMS P„ Punap manufacturer, and dealer In
uuukui nnu boic.
Markct street,In the cltj of Holland, lying be- ' For A; Sun.
L I) Baldci*?^ nlar,(/,TeD 00 aPP1,c,‘,,0D•
promptlyattended to. Eighth itreet.
River sArercuaItani1
IrnP,eIn®nl8.0,al,
klnd’' South
W.,A. Holley, R. K.
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ROYALTY.

liquor he bad drank the previous night be
was not sufficientlymaster of himself to
restrain his anger. He caught Lenore
roughly by the arm, and commenced to
question her in a savage tone os to her
whereaboutssince he had seen her. In hii
excitement he had paid no hoed to the fact
that the gentleman had left the window;

BT THOMAS 8. COLLIER.
Out from the dait of ages,
Oat from the wreck of years,
Fronting thawork of sages,
Fronting the waste of tears,

Radiant,swift, immortal,
Earth flings the son) of man,
And shuts the radiant
That hides creation’splan.

portal

and before he knew it & hand was

>

Here, with the gate behind him.
Here in the narrow path,
Frontingthe suns that blind him,
Frontingthe winds of wrath,
Han, with his head uplifted,
Man. with his hair outblown,
Virile,and strong, and gifted,
Bnilds for himself a throne.

Bay that the grave

is

-waiting,

laid

.upon his arm, and he turned to confront a
surprised and accusing pair of eyes whose

glances overwhelmedhim with sudden

,

bar that the shrond is white,
Bay that the strength of hating
Owneth no victor'smight ;
Earth, from the c voles golden,
Holds for the life complete
Blossoms and sanllght golden,
Bed lips and kisses sweet.

Whose are the chains that fetter r
Whose are the swords that bite?
Masters,and yet no better
Than men who bravo the fight
Earth hath no royal races ;
Crowns, yea, and swords mast break
When In the hidden faces
Death finds the hearts that quake.

Why

fear the pain that passes?
Lo I birds will always sing ;
Yea, and the vernal grasses
Wako with each waking spring;
And from the silent sleeping
Strong grow the weary eyes,
Ere comes the upward sweeping
Far through the distantskies.

Frontingthe years that lengthen
Like some recurring chain,
Souls in life's combat strengthen,
Conquering death and pain;
Battling in God-like fashion
Through ways that none have trod,
Bise they, by noble passijn,
Up to the heights of God.
—Overland Monthly.

panic and coufnsion.
“At last, Giacomo, I have found you!”
said a stern voice. “I have searched for
and wide for yon; bnt you’ll not elnde me
any more. Here,” he said, motioningto a
policeman, “this man is an offender against
the laws of his country, and I wish yon to
take charge of him. 1 have the papers in
my possessionwhich will prove my assertion, nnd will produce them at the proper
time.”
Turning, he saw Lenore, who had seemed
strangely moved at the sound of his voice.
Their eyes met. A look of amazement
gradually took the place of the first merely

pitying gaze which the gentleman had
fixed upon her; and when, after an effort
to recall the ideas his voice had evolved
from out the misty past, Lenore at last
said, hesitatingly,
“Don’tyou know Lenore,
your own little Lenore, Uncle Giulio?”
He put out his arms and caught her,
rags and all, to his breast, and carried her
up the broad stone steps to where his
newly-made wife, Stella’s auntie, stood.
“It is my brother’s long-lostchild, Mary,”
he said, in a voice choked with emotion.
“Who would have thought that this great
joy would have come to me just at this
time? Truly God is good!”
It was true. Lenore had been stolen
from her home by Giacomo, her father’s
valet He hnd concealed bis whereabouts
so cleverly that until now he had escaped
discovery.

HAND-ORGAN GIRL.

.•

't
;'

You may at the present day see an
anomaly in Italy; a fine old fesidence,

whose lodge at the entrance gates is occupied by a ruddy-facedIrishwoman.A
BY MATHEWS TRACEY.
bright-looking maid-servant often takes on
opportunityto rundown from her young
"Come on, Lenore; it will not earn ns any mistress’employmentto see Granny Mahone, who is thus reaping the interest of
pennies to stand here and shiver.”
Lenore picked np her tambourine, drew her good deed in sheltering and feeding
berthin shawl closer about her slight figure, the two helpless waifs on that distant
and followed Luigi, until they came to a nierht.
Ginlio has taken Luigi under his
broad, fine street,and saw at a great,
•hining, plate-glass window two curly especial protection, and when his education is completed he is to marry Lenore,
beads.
Lenore forgot that she was cold and for the childish love which had become
hungry as she saw the sweet, childish faces rooted in their young hearts has grown into
emiling down upon her, and she sang in a strengthwith each passing year, until at
last it has blossomed into that deathless
way that even surprised herself.
MCome in, little misses,” said the trim plant whose amaranthine bloom has its
nurse, who had followed her charges in root in this world, its fruition in the
their impetnous rush to the door. “You heavenlygarden.
will take yoor deaths of cold standing in
the draught”
Cigarette-SmokingNew York Girls.
“Wait a minute, Ann, till I give the poor
Cigarette smoking is almost as prevalittle girl my pennies;” and Stella ran down
lent
among the girls as among the
the steps, handed Lenore the money
which had been intendedfor the purchase youths of New York. A certain popuof candy, and said: “Come again to-mor- lar actress is such an incessant smoker
tow, for my auntie and my new uncle are that her fingers are almost stained
coming, and I want them to hear yon black from the burning tobacco and
•Ing.”
rice paper. She smokes cigars when
“Thank yon, miss; we’ll come,” said cigarettes are not handy. She is posiLuigi, answering in place of his compan- tively addicted to the weed, so much so
ion, who seemed to have been struck sudthat she always smokes at the dinnerdenly dnmb, as she stood with her great
table. For a long time I noticed little
sad, dark eyes fixed on the sunny, childish
face of the little speaker. “Come now, spots of fire late in the evening in the
windows on the opposite side of the
Lenore; we mast be off.”
Slowly Lenore followed Laigi, a strange street in which I lived. At last I saw
feeling of sorrow tugging at her heart.
the two spots of fire close together in
Luigi was no relation to the child; but one of the windows, and ripple ji of
in bis boyish way he tried to help her in female laughter reached me from Chat
her tasks, and to shield her if possible particular window. I strained my eyes
from drawing down upon herself the
and saw that the two spots of fire as
padrone’s anger.
It was severalhours before the pair had well as the laughter were produced by
finished their wearisome tramp, and again two girls. The spots, I may explain,
turned their steps toward what they called were the lighted ends of cigarettes. I
home. As they passed an apple-woman’s was not long in finding out that the
stand s young girl palled Lenore’s dress to other spots in the block indicated the
attract her attention.
presence of girls smoking cigarettes.
“Here is an apple for yon and one for
were taking their puffs
the boy. Granny told me to give them to
on
the quiet. They had put out the
yon, and tell you not to make the padrone
angry with you to-night, aa he is in a dread- lights so that they could not be seen,
ful way with the drink, and something’s and stuck their heads out of the windows
so that the fumes would be carried away.
gone wrong to make him mad.”
Lenore shivered as she list# jed, and said Not all the girl smokers buy their cigarto Luigi, “Let’s run away."
ettes ready-made.Many have become
“But he’d find ns, and then, when he so adroit in making them that they buy
brooght ns back, we'd be worse off than
tobacco and rice paper and roll them
ever, said Luigi.
themselves.They smoke the mild, aro“I wish he’d kill me at once!” burst out
Lenore. “IVten it would be one hurt, and matic Turkish tobacco, and there are a
dozen places where they can step in and
I’d never feel another.”
•St is dreadful to die," said Luigi, “and buy either cigarettes made np, or toI doi^t want you to talk that way. It bacco and paper. Some make no bones
makes shiyers run over me.”
that the purchases are for themselves,
By this time they were in front of the while others, who have not grown blase,
door of the tumble-down tenement where
say they want them for their brothers,
the padrone lived. The sound of his voice
in the innocent belief that they fool the
could be distinctly heard, and as the children listened to his drunken ravings their clerks. Several kinds of cigarettes are
eyes met wistfnlly, as though each Was made with month-pieces,largely for the
hoping to gain conrage from the sight of purpose of catching female trade. Rice
the other’s face.
paper sticks to the lips. The month“I can t go in. He is in one of his most pieces, which are made of heavily calsavage moods. Come, Luigi, and I’ll ask erended paper, do not The manufactBridget Mahoue’s old granny to give ns
ure of cigarettes is increasing, but only
shelter for the night.”
Lenore waited not to hear Luigi’s answer. because the demand is increasing. Three
8he started off upon a run, and the boy or four huge factorieshave recently
could only iollow her reluclantlv,well been put up in New York.
knowing what the daring act of disobedkncf would bring to them in the future.
Getting Rid of a Runaway Horse. '
Granny Mahone gave - them ‘ shelter . The horseback rider who should
cheerfully.Her kind old heart ached for
strap himself to his beast so that he
the hapless waifs, and she was glad to
share her sapper with them, and to let conld not dismount in case of the
them stay under her roof to escape the horse’s failing or rolling or other accifury of their tyrant But she shook her dent would be consideredfoolhardy,
head sagely at Bridget after they had fallen but men and women will sit in a veasleep, worn out by the day’s experience of hicle which is securely hitched to a
cold, fatigue, and hunger.
horse, and, if the animal runs away,
“The ould ne’er-do-weel ’ll make the remain in it in the hope of controlingit
chllder smart when he gets over the drink,”
until it is dafigerons to jump and dan•be said.
“And sure, granny, well call in the per- gerous to remain. In such a case a
simple apparatus,which can easily be
lice," answeredBridget, belligerently.
“Bnt the old scoundrel has the law on his imagined, for detachingthe shafts or
•ide!” was the old woman’s reply. “Sure pole from a carriage and freeing the
what can the perlice do thin?”
vehicle, would remove all danger to huMorning came aa bright and unclouded man life and limb and allow the fracas though no sorrow dwelt upon the earth.
tious animal to continne its mad career
Granny Mahone gave the children their
without imperiling its hnman passenbreakfast,and started them out at an early
hoar, with the cantion not (o tell the gers.— Aoncic/t Bulletin.
..
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MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

AT THE CAPITAL.

Tax high-Ueenseliquor bill engaged a large
The Senate at Work on the Liquor Tax Bill
—The New Bank Bill Passed— University •hare of the attention of the Senate on the lit
and Industrial Borne Approprlationa- init Bnt one radical change was made, howDellnquentTax Bill Knocked Out— Mere ever. This was permittinga saloon-keeper in a
village to procurehis sureties anywherein the
Mention.
Lansing, May 30, 1887.
village or in the township in which the village
Perhaps as much interestcenters on the is situated.The bUL as it passed the Houbo,
the territory in which bondsmen
pending liquor tax bill and what its final restricted
n^ht reside
village,or township In
mi
fate will be as on any other measure that wl
orporato township
township in the Upper P
Peninsula
has been or is before the present Legisla- corporate
consists often of six or eight Government
ture.

to

............

THE BATES HIGH-TAX BILL,
that passed the Honse two weeks ago by
exactly the necessary51 votes (counting
out the two who tried to vote for it by
proxy) was considered by the liqnor traffic
committeeof the Senate for the two weeks
since, and after making eighty amendments
to it— without,however, catling down either
the high tax provision contained in

township*

them as

it is nearly as good for
though the county was the

limit This was

Senator Hubbell’s

amendment

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
•—The Lenawee Baptist Association met
Adrian.

at

—Jackson now

boasts the best

gun dub

in the State.

—Bronson Congregationaliatawill build
a

new church.
—Deerfield schools ore closed on ac-

count of diphtheria.

—About

thirty

men are at work on the

The Senate passed the Babcock bill to provide new gas-worksat Jackson.
for revisingthe general statutes of obsolete
acts. It provides for a commission of three
—The postmaster at Calumet refuses to
competent lawyers, to be appointed by the
receive
or distributemail on Sunday.
Governor,who shall constitute a commission of
statutory review. They shall have an office at
—A few years ago the Kirby, Carpenter
the State capital, shall be furnished with stationery and printingby the State, and Company, of Menominee, was satisfied

they shall examine the general statsection 1 of the bill or the
utes of the State with reference to acta with its cut of 1,000,000feet of lumber per
creased bonds required— it was reported, that are obsolete or inoperativein whole week from its two mills, but the demand
in part, and prepare bills to be
ordered re-printed, and its consid- or
submitted to the next Legislaturerepealing of its business has compelled the firm to
eration made a specialorder for the 27lh, such acts as are wholly obsolete and inoperawith the agreement that its consideration tive and modifying euon as are so in part only, build another mill and make additional
to. relieve the statutes of the
the State of ob- improvements in the old ones, so (hat toshould continue each afternoon until com- so at to
solete and redundant matter. It shall also be
pleted. Senator Hnbbell announced at the duty of the commission to preparebills pro- day this concern is sawing 3,000,000 feet of
the opening of the discussion (when the posing modificationsin such of the general lumber per week. One of its four band
time came to take it up) that be was not statutes as may be referred to them by
opposed to the general provisions of the the Governorand Attorney General for that saws, now in operation,out over 50,000 feet
purpose, and shall report the result of
bill, bnt wanted to help perfect it so that
of lumber on Tuesday last, and the three
their work to the Governor, who shall report
it should be the best possible law, should it to the Legislature. The Senate also mills turned out over half a million feet on
put the most and best restrictions around passed the Honse bill to make 6 ner cent, the
rate of interest The mining ichool ap- that day. This company has the largest
the business, and
the most legal
propriation bills, which were the special order
likely to be faithfullv and promptly in the House, were put off for one week. The saw-mill plant in the United States, and is
enforced. He presented a written opinion bill creating the new office of Assistant one of the leading lumber manufacturing
of some length, taking the ground that as Adjutant General was killed in the House. concems in the world.
section 1 of the bill then read it would be The Crocker bill, relatingto corporations and tbeir liabilitiespassed the
•State Game Warden Smith's report,
declared unconstitutional if passed, and House. It provides that in case a person is
so, on his motion, the sectionwas amended killed on aoooont of accident or neglect of a made to the Secretary of State, shows good
by cutting out of the section the words, corporation relatives may collect not only act. effects throughout the State from the work
pecuniary damages, bnt also for such dam“The tax, aither on the businessof selling ual
ages for Injury to the feelings and affections done, and in many cases no violation where
at retail or wholesale, or on the business
and for loss of societyas the jury may think
there was formerly no respect for the lawg^
of manafacturing, shall be a lien on the just and in case of willful negligenceof the
stock and fixtures of any saloon, bar-room, company damages may be awalrded. Lawyers The report shows fifty-five arrests for vioit a very important piece of legislabrewery or distillery, and the same shall consider
tion. and.it was most bitterlyopposed by a host lations of the game and fish law, and in
be subject to seizure and sale at any time of railroad attorneys. A bill passed the
nearly all cases the parties have pleaded
after such tax shall have been due and unHouse giving to tl)e court in any county
through
which
a train passes competent juris- guilty and been fined heavily. A few cases
paid for a period of ten days.”
diction over crimes committedon a railroad
are yet pending, which will be prosecuted
The bill was also amended by changing train.
A very stringent bill passed the House
the time for which a druggist shall be barred defining the duties of podfo officers regarding to the fullest extent Mr. Smith feels
from selling liqnor in the State (for Violating liqnor laws. In case the officers fail
much encouragedwith the work, although
a violation of the law) from five years, as to make complaint of violationsas provided
by law they shall be declaredguilty of misthe bill had it, to one year, and in other demeanor,and upon conviction thereof shall there have been some violations which
small particulars, while Senator Sharp be fined not less than SS0 nor more than 9100, have not been complained of owing to
sought to so amend it that parties desiring or by imprisonment in the County Jail not less inability to capture the parties, but who are
to begin business may pay for as short a than ten days nor more than sixty days, or
both, suoh fines and imprisonment in the dis- watched closely.
time as one-quarter of the total yearly tax cretionof the court, and for a third offense
—Another accident occurred at Deep
instead of one-half a year, as provided in shall also forfeithis office.
the present law, and as proposed by the
A bill for the incorporation of the Michigan River, on the Michigan Central Railroad,
bill under discussion.This was consider- Business Men's Association passed the Senate
by which ten care were ditched. Three log
ably discussed, but the vote on the motion on the 2dinet. The further considerationof
showed less than a half dozen Senators in the Bates high license bill was postponed for a trains following one another in close prox«
imity passed Deep River, nmning at abont
favor of letting down a single bar in favor
week. The House passed a concurrentresoluof the liquor traffic.
tion for final adjournmentJune 18. A thirty miles per hour. The second train
As the discussion on the bill had been bill to compel corporationsowning lands struck a cow belonging to Thomas White,
commenced on the last half day of the to sell the lands after bolding them
forten years passed the House. This is a re- at the crossing next to the old depot, killlast legislativeday of the week, it was

m

ii

i

be

.

agreed that the question of cutting down
the tax and license(which will be strongly
urged by the opponentsof high tax) should
not be taken up until this week, while several other amendments that are likely to
call out a long and perhaps heated debate
were by common consent left to come up
as amendments to the body of the bill.
When the committee rose only twelve of
the thirty-threesections of the bill had
been at all considered, and they not fully;
so, as both houses have now adjournedfor
Memorial day over until 9:30 Tuesday

quirement of the constitution, but it has never
been operativebecause there were no laws to
carry it into effect A bill to establish local option in the counties of this State after the
Georgia plan failed on its final passage,locking
four votes of a constitutional majority. The
House passed two importantbills placing to the
credit of the,prluiary-sclu>olfund the interest at
6 per cent on the entire proceedsof tho sales of
the State swamp lands.

ing the cow and throwing one car from the

track which ran on

the ties for a quarter

of a mile before any of the balance of th»
train followed

suit Ten

cars left the track

then, piling up the logs, care, etc., in

big $8,000 pile on

top

one

and on either side

The Cross insuranoe bill was favorably re- of the track. Fortunately no one was hurt,
ported to tbe Senate on the 8d inst, and mode although the whole crew on the train narthe special for June?. The general appropriarowly escaped, one brakeman being on the
tion for the Industrial School for Girls, amountlast cor that went off. The work-train and
ing to 987,000,passed both houses. One of the
items is 910,000 for anew oottagefor the prin- wrecker were telegraphed for and accomevening, it will be well toward the close of
cipal It will be spread over the years 1887 and
this week before the bill is finally passed 1888. The Honse passed the new Marine City panied by Assistant Superintendent Martin,
by the Senate, and the conundrum as to charterbill. This is not tho bill vote
y Gov. of Bay City, the wreck was cleaned for the
the
how many or how serious amendments it Luce, though tbe only real chaugo
amonnt, of territoryannexed. M
ord, 3 o’clock express. This loss alone would
will receive is one no fellow can guess. after several attempts, succeeded in
g np build a lot of fences, but the railroadcomIt will pass, however, and that probably nis bill to give effect to
nstlwithout any reduction of the tax or license. tutional provision requiring
s to pany does not seem willing to do it.
sell tbeir land within tot
t the
THE NEW BANK BILL.
time such lands came into the;
—Abel Durfee, who is now employed on
'sion. It
Senator Monroe’sbill to revise the bank- provides that when they do not'
of such
the streets of the corporation in this city,
ing laws and to provide for a banking de- lands the AttorneyGeneral aha
vertise and
partment, with a Commissionof Banking sell them. It is Intended espdHKIlyto reach was the fireman on the first locomotiveran
lands granted to railroads.There was bnt very
and a depnty and reasonablenumber of
little discussion of the appropriation bill which in this country. He was the stoker on the
clerks, who shall make four or more exampassed by 57 to 27. The State Prison appropio- locomotive John Bull, and on the 16th day
inations of every bank organized under the tion bill seemed to be ready for final passage by
law each year and report the result of each the House at tbe morniua session, but struck of August, 1831, the first train on the Moa snag in the heavy oppositionit was meeting,
to the State Treasurer, and have a general
and was referredto tbe Committee on Ways hawk and Hudson RailroadCompany left
and much-needed supervisionover the and Means. It calls for 9104,200. The commit- Schenectady,N. Y., for Albany. As the
business and the interests of depositors tee reported it In tbe afternoon,and it was
people of Albany would not permit the
and stockholders,came np for discussion rushed through and given immediate effect.
railroad to enter that city, the train had to
in the Senate on the 26th, and after a careful consideration was passed; yeas, 25;
stop three miles out, the end of the track.
“So Horrid.” a
nays, none.
He was an anomaly amdhg
iong his kind The distance ran was twelve miles, and it
UNIVERSITY APPROPRIATIONS.
—a
modest
reporter.
He
had dropped was made in twenty-fiveminutes. The loThe House on the 24th passed the uni-

.

versity appropriation tiill, after increasing into the Elite Club ball-room to write
the amonnt as pasaed by the Senate $17,- a ten-line notice of the affair.
500 for a machine-shop and $4,000 for reSuddenly, he fonnd himself confrontpairs, thus making a grand total of $192,- ed by a bejeweled and bedecked lady,
565.94 for the next two years. After first who said, sweetly :
refusing to concur in the increase and ask‘Ah, I know ydu; you’re one of those
ing for a committee of conference,the
horrid reporters, aren’t you?"
Senate finallythought the easier way the
"I am a reporter,madam !"
better onef and concurred in the amend“I knew it And you’ve come to
ments.
write all sorts of horrid things about
INDUSTRIAL HOME FOR GIRLS.

The Senate on the 27th passed the bill
appropriating $87,000 for the current expenses of the State Industrial Home for
Girls at Adrian, for the years 1887 nnd
1888.
CROSBY’S DELINQUENT TAX BILL,
away from the Aryliwork of collecung
all the delinquentState taxes and throwing the work, with all the necessary complicatons, back into the several counties
of the State, came up in the Senate on the
26th, and, while Senator Crosby sought to
convince the Senate that the running of
the Aud tor General’s office was now costing nearly $50,000 per year, which could
be cut down to a few thousands with the
change of systems proposed by Lis bill.
Senators Hnbbell aud J. W. Bat cock
produced figures to prove that ti e
running expenses of the office were
all paid by penalties collectedfrom
those who are delinquentwiih their taxes
and ore charged under the law 12 per
cent, for collection fees; and that for
many years the office had yielded a net
profit of $12,000 per year over and above
its running expenses. Senator Crosby bad
fondly expected the bill would paps, but
the Senator struck ont all after the enacting clause by a vote of yeas 15, nays 10.
Next day tho vote by which the Senate decapitatedthe bill was reconsidered and tha
bill tabled,yet this is no proof that the
that proposed to take

tor General's office (he

England. The road
on Southern pine,
and blocks were used instead of ties. John
Hamstead was the engineer,and he was

comotive was mode

in

was of strap rail, laid

afterward killed on the Camden and
Railroad, in

Amboy

New Jersey. John Mills was

the brake-tenderand wood-passer. Mr.
Durfee is now in his eighty-thirdyear, and
he alone of all the employes and officers of

us poor ladies, who can’t help our-

the first railway survives,all the rest being
selves!”
dead. These facts we learned from the
‘Indeed, madam, I
”
old man this moraing.^-JactaonCitizen.
“O, yes, you will! I just think yon
— Adella A. Dickerman, of Jaokson, baa
reportersare too horrid for anything!”
“I am notbegan suit in the CircuitCourt for a di“Yon go and put all sorts of things vorce from William Blood, to whom shein tbe paper about us. It’s just dreadwas married Dec. 23, 1869, at Toledo, Ohio.
ful ! I get real cross about it !”
In her bill she alleges that Blood repre“I assure you, madam, that
”
“O, well, I suppose it’s your busi- sented himself as a single man. They
ness to be so horridly awful l I sup- lived together nntil March 1, 1870, when,
pose now you have come to write up daring the absence of the complainant toall the costumes in your horrid way; none a sick relative, he disposed of nil the
and you’ll have all oar names in the household goods and personal property,
paper, too !”
including her wardrobe, and left the coun? “No, madam; I
”
try, since which time she has not lived with
“O, I know you will! Youalwavs
him. Abont a year later she showed asay you won’t, and then you do!
You’re just so dreadful! I do think picture of defendant to one Stephen Y.
it’s too provoking in you! We poor Hitchcock, who then told her that he knew
ladies cau’t do a thing that you don’t the person whose picture she showed him,,
put it in tbe paper 1”
that his name was not Wm. Blood, and that
“I intend writing nothing bnt a brief he was not a single man when sbe married

-

-

-

notice of this ball!”

“O, well, I suppose you’ll put
some names; so here is my card,

him, that his name was Hazel Cecoy and
in

so
that the name, won’t be spelled wrong,
os it *as in your account of Mrs. De
White’s party! And there’s a good
descriptionof my costume on the back
bill can ever pass, as “Senatorial courtesy” of the card! Don’t forget to write
’diamond ornaments!’I think I’m real
will allow any Senator to secure a reconsiderationof bills on any subject.
good to take so much trouble for you,
MINOR NOTES.
when you are so perfectly horrid as to
Under the distributionas flnallv agreed go and put it all in the papers. O,
upon, the Governor gets 60 manuals, the
you wicked, naughty, horrid man! It
LieutenantGovernor 50, Speaker of the
House 42, President pro tern of the Sen- makes me cross ib look at you! Goodby! Be sure you get my name right
ate 46. Speaker pro tem of the Houee 27,
each Senator 41, and each Representa- this time! You'll be more horrid than
ever if you don’t!"— Z. D., in Pu k.
tive 21.
The mining school appropriation bills
(for the new baiid ng and current expenses
Human Nature.

had a wife and children living
at Forma, Monroe County, N. Y. She
went to Parma and showed the picture to
the Sheriffof Monroe Coonty, who identified the picture as that of Hazel Cecoy, '
and confirmed the statement of Hitchcock.

that he

padrone where they bad spent the night,
It Would Knock Her Out.
emphasizingher words wlfh. “If yez do.
The ProsecutingAttorney of the county
honeys, he’U sure come down on me and
The Empress of Germany gives a
was
consulted, and told her she was free
make me suffer for it, and then yez can golden cross to every servant in tho
to many as she chose, as the other marniver come to me again.”
empire who remains forty years in one
At a suitablehour the young musicians
riage was pot binding. She therefore took
situation.
If her majesty would come to
again stationed themselves before the manno steps for a divorce,bnt married Oliver
sion which held the beautiful children— America and make that ofler to every
H. Dickerman,of Saline, Washtenaw
Stella and
•
girl who had forty places in one yea;,
At the first sound of the hand-organ she could go into total bankruptcy wi&
Connty, July 3, 1871. The second bustheir curly heads came in Bight at the win- no assets in one week.— Rob Burdette,
band died at Sandstone, October 36, 1879,
dow for an instant. Then, in response to
and she does not know the whereabouts of
something Stella said, a lady and gentleGain little knowledge every day;
husband No. 1. She now desiresa divorce ’
icame and looked out, and Lenore
are down as a special order in the Honse
Time washes away the customs and from Cecoy on the ground of illegality of
to sing. Jn’t at that moment one fact in a day. How small a thing for June 18.
is one fact- one 1 Ten years pass by.
i came. Tho padrone had
Representative Burr’s local option bill is opinions of mankind, but human
the first marriage, which will^ more fully
Three thousand six hundred and fifty meeting with considerable favor, and may remains the same in its essential
i of (he children;and as
0*»
ag from the effects of the facts are not a small thing.
possibly be passed.
ties or principle*.
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A Horse Knows What's What.
;

Force their way into many a household that
miflht be protected from their inroads, by the
simple precaution of keeping in the home that
benign family medicine and safeguard of
health, Hob tetter’s Stomach Bitten, Partlonlarly where there are Children,should it be
kept on hand, as a prompt remedy for infantile
complaints, in their ontset easily conquerable,
bat which, if allowed to engraft themselveson
the delicate childish organism,are not easily
dislodged,and speedily work grievous mis*
chief. Irregularity of the bowels, indigestion
and biliousness, are ailments of common oo*
ourrenoe in the household. Children living in
malarious regions are more liable to be attacked with chills and fever than adults, and
the ravages of that fell disease in their system
are speedier and more serious. In remote
localities,far from professionalaid, it is especially desirable.

Hr. Bowser and the Hired

Girl.

Itis said the race horses in the East get to
love Moxie as a bad as the women, and drink
it with the greatest avidity. The cattleprefer
it to anything else where it grows. It is now
estimatedthat one-halfthe moderate drinkers
and inebriateaof New England are drinking
er no fee. Write for dreuian and new Uwa.
A. W. IK-OIWCS A SUN, WMhUitM. D. C, * UmImmU, &
only Moxie Nerve Food. If so, God be praised !
It aid not come any too soon. Its sale is said
to exceed anything ever put upon the market
The age of swillingdrugs and stimulants is
quality,U cents per
getting a set back by the extract of the little yard; Cloth-covered, 20 esnta; Satin -cov* rod, as
fodder plant “Moxie/* which now seems to bo cent*. Fdr aale everywhere.Trr it. WAUKKN
coming the next thing to the family physician. FEATHEBBONE COMPANY, Three Oaks,Mich.

_

Franklin’s humor had a peculiarly
full flavor; it was as direct as his reasoning. One evening he was in company where the conversationtamed on
the respective merits of the universities
at New Haven and Cambridge,each
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preferringthat at which he hod been
did condition, and will be sold at a bargain.
young prig of a barrister
One Agent (Merchant only wanted fn every town for For further particulars address NEWSPAPER
UNION. 271 A 273 FranklinSt, Chicago, HI.
at last interrupted the discussion by
remarking: “For my part, I can’t,
Piso’s Remedy for Catarrh is the
Beet, Easiest to Use, and Cheapest.
with fairness, offer an opinion, for I
All
The many
was educated at both.” “That puts
Everybodywants ‘Tansitl’sPunch" fio dgar now;|
me in mind,” said the Doctor, eying they were alway. good, but of late they have improved. I heartily
_____ _ approve
________
of ___
your way of doing
the interlocutor significantly,“of a lUHiness;you are aure to hold ami increase your
It
story I once heard of a calf that was trade. A. A&end, Druggist Chicago,DL
Address B. W. TANS ILL * CO., Chicago.
I

. Aches and

B

once suckled by two cows.” “And
what was the result?” asked the prig,
“That he was a very great calf,” was
the reply.

He took a very

sensible view of
female perfection. Walking with a
friend in Paris, they were passed by a
degagee beauty who was celebratedfor
the symmetry of her nether extremities.
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TE1DU UABE.
have the •'run bk.rd"

“There, Franklin,”cried his companion, who was an enthusiastin this
particular, “there’s a foot! there’s perfection! That foot is allowed to be a
model for all Europe.” “ No, it’s not,”
replied

he. “No! Why not?” “She
a hole in her stocking.”—

has got

Retrospeilions of America.

Prnsdan Game.

slid away from him toward the

sink.

“You

are not to blame for being in
your present position. How would you
like to take singing lessons?”
She looked at him with an open

For the year

ending with March,

1886, the value of the game killed in
the woods and forests of Prussia is es-

timated at $3,000,000. The keepers
are said to have greatly added to the
importanceof the national game-bag
month.
by their vigilance in protecting the
“And learn to play the piano?"
valuablegame 'from the vermin which
i She opened her month still wider,
destroy it They killed during the
“And, perhaps, learn how to sketch
period named more than a quarter of *
and paint?”
million head of vermin, among which
She seized a pail of water in the sink
are reckoned foxes, stoats, weasels,
and whirled it on him with:
martens, polecats, badgers,otters, wildcats, and birds of prey. Only four
wolves were taken, the curious fact having been observed that the German
wolves followed the German army into
France during the winter of 1870, and
have remained there.

“You infernal cross-eyedold reprobate, to talk to an innocent girl in that
fashion ! Get ont of my kitchen, or I’ll
drown you in a minute !”
When we sat down to supper I wondered why Eliza hadn’t put on a plate
for herself, and I asked Mr. Bowser
when I should begin her piano lessons.
Not at Home.
“Mrs. Bowser, have yon lost the little
Mistress (to servant)— Did you tell
eense you possessedtwo or three months
ago?” he hotly exclaimed.— Bdroif those ladies at the door that I was not
at home?
iFree Press.
Servant— Yis, mum.
A Baltimore Police Officer, 30 years
Mistress— What did they say?
-on the force, Mr. Henry H. Durkee, says:
Servant— How fortinit!— Neto York
‘“I Buffered with poison oak for more than Sun.
•a year. I tried 8t. Jacobs Oil; after the
second application all the sores dried up,
Is It Not Singular
land I was cured. I think it invaluable.”

That consumptives should be the least apprelioosive of their own condition, while all their
Killing Robbers In Mexico*
frtends are urging and beseeching them to be
While the robbers were ransacking more careful about exposure and overdoing?
It may well be considered one of the most
the town a dozen men ran to the shore, alarming symptoms of the disease, where the
cut small l)oles in the boats in which patient is reckless and will not believe that he
the robbers came, and plugged them »s in danger. Reader, if you are in this conwith mud. The boats were launched dition,do not neglect the only myma of recovery. Avoid exposure aud fatigue, be reguand the marauders set ont on their re- lar in your habits, and uso faithfully of Dr.
turn voyage, highly elated at the sno- Pierce’s “Golden Medical Discovery. It .has
cessfnl raid. Before going a mile, how- saved thousands who were steadily failing.

ever, the water began to soften the
“A good wife is the guide-post of life,”
clay and the huge log dug-onts began
says Tid-Bita. That’s so; and the guideto fill. Every effort was made to reach
post she uses on a refractoryhusband is
the shore, but the openings increased the rolling-pin.—Boston Courier.
japidly and soon the boats were full
of water, and the occupants were
Slave of the slill— servant in a deaf and
obliged to jump overboard and cling dumb asylum.
to the sides of their submerged crafts
Don’t hawk, hawk, blow, spit, and disgust
to keep from drowning. About dayeven-body with your offensivebreath, but use
light a company of about one hundred Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy aud end it
men was formed and set ont in boats to
You never hear of a strike among astronthe spot where the half-drowned men
were still hanging to their crafts. omers. The oasiness is always looking up.
Some, however, had lost their hold
Endurance of Society People.
and had sank to the bottom, while the
A prominent society lady of Washington,
others were so exhausted that they being asked by tho Prince of Wales, “Why is
were nnable to make any resistance. it you people here manifest so little fatigue
The fishermen attacked them, and soon from dancing,receptions, etc. ?” replied,“Wnv,
you see, wo Americans regain the vitality
not a robber was left to tell the tale of wasted in these dissipations by using Dr. Harttheir defeat The bodies of the dead er’s Iron Tonic.
men sank to the bottom of the lake,
Pube Cod Liver Oil made from selected
where they remained for days. Having
liverson' the soa-shore by Hazard, Hazard k
dispatoheathe marauders, the boats Co., New York. It is absolutely pure and
were towed ashore and all of the sweet Patients who have once taken it prestolen property recovered.— Pitta- fer it to all others. Physicianshave dee ded
it superior to any of tho oth :r oils iu market
burgh Times.
,-

Mr. John Gctmox, Sherman, Kv.,
writes: “I have nsed St Jacobs Oil for
ten yean. It always cured the toothache
in about ten minutes.” Sold by Druggists
and Dealers.

Gen. Sheridan’s Ambulance.
I suppose yon know that Sheridan,
if he can help it never rides in any

25c buys a pair of Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners, which makes a boot or shoe last twice as
long.
Ir a cough disturbsyour sleep, take Piso's
Cure for Consumptionan 1 rest welt

other carriage than an army ambulance.
Before his marriage,when his head-

quarters were at Chicago, his ambulance, neatly painted and varnished
and comfortablyupholstered, drawn
by four of the handsomestand spright-

Best mules in the United States,
groomed until they shone, and driVen
a soldier in

uniform, was one of the

most familiar objects on the

streets.

Everybody knew and admired it.
When he married Gen. Rucker’s daughhe had to get a coupe, of course,
and people all pitied him when they
ter

out one hundred dollars to bbyaidans without relief. She took Dr. Fierce’sFavorite
Prescription and it did her more good than
oil the medicine given to her by the physicians dnrlng the three years they bad been practicing upon her."
aside, and
Mrs. GiORGI Hiroer, of WettfleleLN.Y*
T0P OnrsTraT writes: "I was a great sufferer from leucorllt DNUItSI rhea, bearing-down pains, and pain conti n,m
____
___ ually across my bock. Three bottles of your
EARTHLY BOOR * FavoritePrescription ’ restored me to perUHlMki
health. I treated with Dr.
, for

mmm—mmmmmmm
_

Mrs. Sorau F. Boswell, White CottogtXk.
writes: **I took eleven bodies of /our 'Favorite Prescription'and one bottle of your
* Pellets.’1 am doing my work, and have been
for some time. I have had
hod to
to employ helj
help for
_ about sixteenyears before I commenced _
I log your medicine. I have had to wear a

John E. Bioar, of /ftftenbsek, Fix, writes:
"My wife had been suffering for two or three
years with female weakness, and had paid

_

as i^SlwrwduL”*

***

1

kM

wre

Mat Glusok, of NinHeo. Ottawa Co.
MicK, writes: "Your 'Favorite Prescription*
Mis.

has worked wonders ----Again she writes:
taken rever^botties of the 'Favorite
___ _ have regained my health wood
*, to the astonisbends.
ment of myself and Men
__ I can now
on my ftgtall.daxi
attendingto the duties of my
my household.

-

IIUUN.

feel

Th. *P.Torlte
poor sufferingwomen."

TREATING THE WRONG DISEASE.

l

ino. one from dyspepsia, another from heart (Unrein
prostration, another witli pain hero or these, and in
their aaay-imln<r an*
at, or oveAusy doctor, separate, and distinct diseases,
for wi
in reality,they are all only symptoms. caused by some
womb
disorder. The physician. Ignorantof the cause of suffering, encourages his practice until large bills are made. The suffering
womo disorder.
^ent g^iro be^r^ut protj^r woraebyrewon of the delay, wrong troatmentand con^ucnt^wmpliratlons.
A^pro^cr modidne,
distressing symptoms^andinstitutSi^oo^^rt^toteado^piSooged

misery.
Hi*

<

.

G/X

narreloua Cure^-

Mrs.
Crystal, Mieiu. writes: "I was troubted^wiX

Having exhaustedthe skill of three physlclaos, I was completely discouraged,
and so
weak I could with difficultycross the room
alone. I began taking Dr. Pioroe's Favorite Prescriptionand
using the local treatment recommended in his 'Common Sense
Medical Adviser.' I commenced to Improve at once. In three
months I was perfectly cured, and have had no trouble since. I
wrote a letter to my family paper, briefly mentioning how
health had been restored, and offering to send the full particulars
to any one writing me for them, and endoting a tuimvcd-enwlope for npl\j. I have received over four hundred letters.
In reply, I
-----’

my

hay

m

r>od part of the

arm. __ _
of money, but received
persuaded me to try y<
because I was projudlc
they would do me no
he would get

THE

OUTGROWTH

Si

I doctored with
d spent large

an

i

t

last my bus

$31

. _____ IptJcm,'and I have been a
_____ , _
then gave the balanceof the medicine to
was troubled m tho same war, and she cured
time. I have not had to take any medicine) now for almost
four years."

_____

yean.
had commenced the use of 'FavoritePrescription,’ had sent the
81A0 required for the 'Medical Adviser,’and had applied the
local treatment so fully and plainly laid down therein, and were
much better already."

time.

i

I

OF A VAST EXPERIENCE.

gestion,

The treatment of many thousandsof cases cures nausea, weakness of stomach, indiof those chronicweaknesKS and distressing
Sing

is?

weakness
and
mess of stomach
sic
nervIncT^Favorite Prescription"Is un- symptoms common to that con ... ,
has afforded a vast experience in nicely equalledand is InvaluableIn allaying and its use Is kept up In the latter months .of
adapting and thoroughly testingremedies subduing nervous excitability.Irritability,
for the cure of woman’s peculiar maladies. exhaustion, prostration,hysteria,spasms
Br. Pierce’sFavorite Prescription and other distressing, nervous symptoms
is the outgrowth, or result, of this great commonly attendant upon functionaland
and valuable experience. Thousands of organic diseaseof the womb. It Induces 0“F«or!t« PmwHpt.on^ wh
testimonials, received from patients and refreshing sleep and relieves mental anx- in connection with the use of Dr.
Golden Medical Discovery,and sm*u *
from physicianswho havo tested it in tho
more aggravated and obstinate cases which
PrMerlptlon live doses of Dr. Pierce’s Furgative Pel
legitimate medicine, carefully (Little Liver Pills), cures Liver. Kidney
bad baffled their skill,prove it to be the
most wonderfulremedy ever devised for
weed by an experiencedand skillful Bladder diseases. Their combined use I
the relief and cure of suffering women. It
and adapted to woman’s delicate removes blood taints, and abolishesoazvIs not recommended as a " cure-all,” but
(on. It is purely vegetablein its cerous and scrofulous humors from ths
as a most perfect Specific for womans composition and
hannlera in its
S>“F*vorlto Prescription*» Is the only
peculiar ailments..
effect*
any coi^ton
medicinefor women sold, by druggists,
As a powerful. Invigorating tonic,
It imparts strength to the whole tystem, five enre for tho most complicatedand under a positive narantee,from tho
and to the uterus,or womb and Its ap- obstinatecases of leuoorrbea, or "whites,” manufacturers, that It will give lotiafaopendages,in particular. For overworked, excessiveflowingat monthly periods, pain- tlon in every case, or money wiu be re"worn-out," run-down," debilitatedteach- ful menstruation,unnatural suppression*,funded. This guarantee has been
and .....
ers, milliners,dressmakers, seamstresses, prolapsus or falling of the womb, weak on the bottlo-wrapper,
"•hop-girls."housekeepers,nursing moth- back, "female weakness,” anteversion, re- ried out for many yean. K
era and feeble women generally, Dr. troversion, bearing-down sensations, chron- noodcsea) *1.00, or six
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is the great- ic congestion,inflammationand ulceration
gVSend ten cents In stamps for Dn
est earthly boon, being unequalled as an of the womb, inflammation,pain and tenailments peculiar to females, at the Invalids’
Hotel and SurgicalInstitute,Buffalo, N. Y.,

i

.

*‘

WORLD’S DISPENSARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, No.

Address.

other words, we do not claim that Hood’s Sarsado Impossibilities.We tell you plainly
what it has done, and submit proofs from sources
of unquestioned
rel'abilitr. and ask you franklyif
you are suffering from any d beast or affection
caused or promoted by Impure blood or low state of
the system, to try Hood's Sarsaparilla.Our experience warrants ns in assuring you that yon will not
be disappointed in the reenlt.
Hr wife thinks there la nothing Uke Hood’s Sanaparilia, and we are never without It in the honae,"
F, H. Larnix*,Syracuse,N. Y.

668

Main

Street. BUFFALO, If. Y.

In

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold
C.

I.

by all druggirts.«l; six for S5. Prepared by
CO.. Apothecaries.Lowell, Mass,
.

HOOD*

IOO Doses One Dollar
He Hat Land Enough.

PENSIONS

Ask the man who has the most holi-

.

the blood, by acting

.

Iver,

Skin and Kid-

-

The original Photograph,

ney». They_ .consist.of
of a vegetab]
vegetable combination that panel site, of this picture
has no equal In medical science. They cure Constipa- aent on receipt of lOe. in
tion, malaria, and Dyspepsia, and are a safeguard “TutfSffii*..
against all forms of fevers, eking and fever, gall stones,
St. g.onla,
o.
and Brunt’s
Bright’s disease. Send 4 cents postage for a
a sampie package and test the TRUTH of what we say. Pries, 25 cents per bottle,
by druggists.
mailed to any address, postpaid,
postpaid. DOSE ONE BEAN. Sold by
dragglata.
or. sr.
an oo.. proprixtors,mv. Xjouxrn, nto.
JtJ

macmK

For

woman

a

to say she does not use

&

parable's Lenox Soap, is to
admit she is “behind the times.”
Procter

J

ness what he thinks of himself;and he
Are made pallid and unattractive by functional
irregularities
which Dr. Pierce’s “Favorite will be the first to lament that he has
cure V Thousands not yet reached the point which he desires.

%

anothS^frornguvOT^S^dne*
this wav they all nreaentalike to themanhrMand

parilla will

General Beale, of Wasliington,is one
of the largest landed proprietorsin the
cut— Exchange.
United States. His cattle-ranch, Tejon,
Culture.
embraces 250,000 acres, eighty miles
There is no possibility of too much north of Los Angeles, Cak, upon which
culture. The more striving there is are 40,000 head of cattle and horses.
after perfection the more nearly is that
state secured.
Self-Abnegation.r

Women

in

Won’t Bake Bread

It

saw him in it, he looked so completely
lost But he kept the ambulance and
rattled over the pavement in it whenever Mrs. Sheridan did not care to go

Beautifol

The following words, in praise of Dr. Paatcs’s Fatoriti Pr»ciiptiom as a remedy for those deUoate diseases and weaknesses peculiar to women, must be of Interest to every sufferer from such maladies. They are fair samples of the spontaneous
ciprasioni with which thousands give utterance to their sense of gratitude for the Inestimableboon or health whlon has been
restored to them by th6 use of this world-famed medicine.

appetizing cordial and rertoratlro tonic. It derness In ovaries, accompanied with "In- Pierce's targe, illustratedTreatise (100
pages) on Diseases of Women.
promotes digestion and assimilation of food. ternal heat.”

•

by

.8. A A.

Will pay for a complete
nswspaper outfit of type
and presses upon which
to print a newspaper in
a town of 700 or more inhabitants. The same
will be sold upon easy
terms. For particulars

_

Ifyou want relief
and cure at your
home, send for

Franklin’s Humor.

iriches.”

She

ssiffi&vssisS

PENSIONS,

When we began housekeeping and educated. A

got our first hired girl, Mr. Bowser
called me into the library, shut the
<loor, and dropped his voice down to
the confidential pitch and said:
“Mrs. Bowser, let’s start ont right
Let’s respect the feelings of that poor
girl in the kitchen.”
“Certainly."
'“She’s just as good as we are. and we
(mustn’t put on any airs over her. She
ishall eat at the table with ns, and if
she has any time from her work you
(might learn her how to sing and play
'the piano.”
“I can’t quite agree with you, Mr.
iBowser.”
“Oh, you can’t? Woman’s mortal
enemy is woman. Well, I’m going out
and have a little talk with Eliza and
tfell her what I’m willing to do.”
i I listened at the kitchen door. Mr.
IBowser is no man to beat about the
bush. He went right at the matter in
(hand by saying:
“Eliza, nobility does not consist in

i

Nobody uses
can get

“

ordinary soap

Lenox.”

noW they

'

Church items with^he
First

Services for

Reformed Church-Services

Seel™G
SDI™
ISST.

Conieand

at

a.m. and 2 p. m. Sunday School
8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday at

9:80

The best place to buy

A

full line of

7:80.

Hope Reformed Church—

Services at

CASTOR

10:80 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Young People's meeting at 6:80.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones. Pastor.

Rev. H. Uiterwljk will preach both

morning

and

evening. Congrega-

A

I

READY-MADE
White Goods, Sateens and

CLOTHNG

Table Linens,

Opening anthems by the
choir. Weekly praise and prayer meeting
Thursday at 7:30 p. m. All are welcome.
tional singing.

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. m. and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
w
rpt
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :80.
Subjects: Morning, A cnmmunlon sermon; Afternoon, “The duty to avoid sin
in every shape and form.” In the evening
preachingin English.

•

•

•

Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every

m.

Don’t Experiment.

You cannot afford to

waste time in exrimenting when your lungs are in dan
feer. Consumption always seems at first
only a cold. Do not permit any dealer to
impose upon you with some cheap imitation of Dr
>r. King’s New Discovery for
Consumption, Coughs and Colds, but be
sure you get the genuine. Because he
can make more profit he may tell you he
has something just as good, or just the
same. Don’t be deceived but insist upon
getting Dr. King’s New Discovery which
is guaranteedto give relief in all Throat,
Lung and Chest affections. Trial bottles
free at Yates & Kane’s, Holland, and A.
De Kruif’s Drug Store, Zeeland.

Y.

Cxmcn

Shiloh's Vital! zer is what yoa need for Constipation, losa of Appetite, Dizziness, and all symptoms of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents per bottle. For sale d:
by _
Yates A Kane.

Cronp, Whooping Cough and Bronchitisim-

Backlen’iArnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
A. De Krulf. Zeeland. Mich.

Try our New Jeweler, C. A. Steven-,
son, next door to the Nkws office. 12-tf.

HATS

and many

and CAPS,

New

Sons,

and Desirable Goods.

Our Stock of

Coxfixt, 182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

’CrROCERIES'
—IS

AT

is full

—

TONSORIAL PARLORS

To examine our stock and compare prices
before purchasingeUewhere.

yoa can get a

A Good Clean Shaye.

For many rears I was troubled with
a Liver and' Kidney complaint.Hearing
Ayer’s Sarsaparillavery highly recommended, I decided to try it, and have done
so with the most satisfactory results. I
am convinced that Ayer’s Sarsaparillais

The Best Remedy

Second door east of Post-office.

A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo
at

G.
Holland, Mich., April

11-ly.

1887.

Ladies Attention

!

eScery01111 C0Url

,0T

tb° Conntv of Ottawa. -In

GILLIS WABEKE, Complainant.
vs.

BAUMGARTEL,

W.

Hollakd Micb.. Match

'1-

19 1885.

THE FINEST
Twentieth Day of June, A. fi. 1887,
one o’clock p m. all of those certain pieces or

the

Scrofula, than any other we possess.—
Lull, M. D., Potsdam, N. Y.

New

Boots and Shoes

I have taken, within the past year, several bottlesof Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,and
find it admirably adapted to the needs of
an impoverishedsystem. As a blood
purifier, and as a tonic, I am convinced
that this wonderful preparation has no
equal. — Charles C. Dame, Pastor Congregational Church, Andover, Me.

Firm

New

at
!

h?ir -UnSD,ide*c.rlbe,(1ra8 rollow*: All of the east

Goods

New

E. HEROLD’S

!

Prices

!

ri‘0.D.eVn.hnDdred
a?d tw<*nty(ls°) acres of lan5

„

Dated, May

Having opened the store of E. F. Metz

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

&

Honest Goods

Co., we are nowjprepared to furnish the

ladies of Holland andjjvicinitywith

Honest

m
RAILWAY.

Prices.

Millinery

BEST S3.0D SHOE

LINE.’'

in the city,

always on band.

all

the

and novelties in

latest styles

We have

In our employ a
o!

1887.
A

REND VISSCHER,

c“Xi&rMion'r in

_

ttDt‘
Gkwut

“'i

o,"mi*

J. Diekbjia,Solicitor for Complain14-7t

rre*. fall Information about work which
they can do. and II re at home, that will pay
than from SS to fS por day Some have
earned over In a day. Either vex. yonm; or old Capital
uoi required. Von are itarted free. Tbote who uart at onca
first-claes are aUolately sore of anne little fortune*. An anew.

Goods.

trimmer and will dispose

6,

our goods

—

at

moderate prices.

LIPPINCOrrS-'LIPPISCOTT'S-LIPPISfOlTS
Deads

I have the

GRAY
for

WERKMAN’S MILLINERY STORE.

Celebrated

SHOE

BROS.’

Ladies. Call and

them.

see

Holland,Mich., 'March

iiOOO Agents

LIFE or

neatly done.

Tickets for sole at all points via this route.
For Maps, Folders, Kates and Information, address
E. W. ALLEN,
Geu’l Pass. & Ticket AgL, Marquette, Mich.

NO.

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

46,

Holland, Mich., Oct.

Van Duren Bros. J.

FLIEMAN

DEALERS IN

Manufacturesand

BEST
BOOTS,
SHOES,
I

1886.

20,

sells

all other Magazines
In Talcs of Fiction

,n Poem**

fj1^

^ N*™ Departure

pleasing Short Stories
InterestingMiscellany 25 Cta.
PrAtt r#>f
Jfotes of Progress
nbarly —Choice Selections
" Original Contributions
PACKS IN EACH ISSUE
Topic* of the Time!
m Terse Geras
A Complete New Novel - » SuperlativeMerit
By somi ftroriteauthor in eath No.

r

Sell

BEECHER

'

300

-

Giving a library oftanew and valuable works, worth
infinitelythe most valuablebecause coming so
from I15.00 to fiiS.oo annually,at the nomin-.l sum
cloaely from the family circle and by a master
25 cents per month. Subscription,
fj.co yearly.
hand enraged in a ‘Labor of Love.’t Richly of
Stones by John Habberton, France* Hodgson BurUlnstrated,-Steel Portrait,
Will sell Imnett, Julian Hawthorne,Lucy C Lillie, etc , etc.,
mensely. Millionswant this standard Life of the wall appear in early issues
GreatestPreacher and Orator of the age. Quick Is
the word. Territory In j/rsat demand. Send for Circulars, giving details, etc., mailed on appljcarion
circularsand 50 centa for outfit to A. W. MILLS,
J. B. LIPPINCOTT
Pub., Tecnmseh, Mich. *
715 End 717 fonket St.. Phlledelnhia

&c.

POMPANY

TAILORS and HATTERS.
Dealers in Fine Furnishing Goods,

BUGGIES.

have recentlycommenced the manufactureof

Platform, Combination

ETC., ETC.,

1887.

"

the

WAGONS
AND

17,

Wantel! Domie Quiet! to

Repairing promptly and JOE HOWARD'S

Unexcelled Hunting and Fishing

&

Express Wagons,

large assort-

Goods on hand.

5.

STATE OF MIOHIGAN-

WATCH FOR SALE

FIBST-CLASS .TOILET

Preparedby Dr. J.C. Ayer k Co., Lowell, Mass.
Bold by all Druggists.Price fl ; six botUes, |5.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., May

Chancery »ale.

fashion.

James

of

1887.

Ladles hair cleaned and dressed in the latest

I have found Ayer’s Sarsaparilla a more
effectual remedy, in the ulcerous forms of

ment

13,

any time.

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

ever compounded,for diseasescaused by
impure blood.— Edwafd W. Richardson,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Always have a

by

YOU

BAIT

HI

BILLY’S

most economical blood purifier in use.

“THE SOO-MACKINAW SHORT

kept fresh

It will positively

The most effective medicine,for the cure
of any seriousailment. If you are suffering from Scrofula, General Debility,
Stomach,Liver, or Kidney diseases,try
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla — the safest, best, and
-

and complete and

frequent invoices.

You Need

Ayer’s Pills are palatable,safe for children, and more effective than any other
cathartic.

.

^

medioatko.

at

&

G. Van Putten

Gents’ Furnishing Goods

'

mediately relievedby Shiloh’s Cnre.

prom°‘“

•ALSO-

has been received

AND*

Only Direct Route to Marquette and the Iron and
For lame back, side or chest,use Shiloh’sPorous
Copper Regions of the Upper Peninsula
Plaster. Price 25 cents. For sale by Yates Jb Kane
of Michigan.
Shiloh's Couph and Consumption Cure Is sold
by as on a guarantee.It cares Consumption.
Two Tlromt Trails .eau war dailf mating
For sale by Yates & Kane.
close cioectioDs in Moo Scoots
The life-giving properties of Ayer’s Sarat all Poiots.
saparillahave established its well-earned
The territory traversed,l8famons for its
reputation, and made it the most effectual

and popular blood purifier of the day.
For all diseases of the stomach,liver, and
kidneys, this remedy has no equal. Price

^

WuKnjuriout

|

Tex

' Grace Episcopal Church— Rev. George
alternate Sunday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. Morning Service at 10.80; Evening Service at
7.80; Sunday School at 12
Holy
Communion at 10.30 a. m., and Children’s
Service at 3.15 p. ra. on the first Sunday
of each month. All are Invited to attend.

D,

HI Bo. Oxford Si, Brooklyn, N.

Holland Christian Ref. Cnurch.— Rev.
E. Van Der Vries, Pastor. Services at
9:80 a. ro. 2:00 and 7 p. m.

8.

£l

kMratome."

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45. Wednesday evening
explanation of the Bible.

the evening.

|

“Castoria is so w«H adapted toehfldren that I Caster!* era Colic. ConrtlpaUon,
I recommend It as superior to any prescription I Boor Stomach, Dlaithroa,

-

MethodistEpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. m.
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meetingat close of morning service,
and*t7p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at 7:30 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday
evening at 7 :30 p. m. All the seats are free
Infant baptisms, and an address by the
pastor in the morning, and a concert in

For Men, Boys, J and Children,

and Children.

for Infants

'To which I invite the attention of all who desire
.ight and durable wagons.

desire also to call the attention of all owners of
horses In this vicinityto the fact that I have
procured the assistance of one of the best horsesboers In the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work in that line, both with steel
or iron shoes either of band or machine make. I
believe that ail should patronize home trade when
they can be as well served, and I would ask that
all give me a good trial before taking their work
elsewhere.
I

fast

The Largest and Latest.
Miss Van den Berge has just returned
from Chicago where she purchased the
largest and best stock of
Hats, Bonnets,
‘Hi
Feathers, Pon Pons, Ribbons, and everything pertaining to a first-class stock of
Millinery, which is now arrivingand is
open for the inspectionof the ladles or
the city. We should like to have all customers see the latest styles in Millinery
and Fancy Goods. Call early.
16-tf
L. & 8. Van den Berge & Co.

We make

a Specialty

of Custom

Work.

REPAIRING

I

full line

When

ahe waa a Child, ahe cried for Caatoria,

we gave her Caetoria,

JAS.

13,

1887.

18-tf.

Highest price paid for all
kinds of Furs.

HUNTLEY,

J.

Hollaxp, M'ch. Jan.

When

the became Mias, ahe clang to Caatoria,

When

ahe had Children, aha gava them Caateria,

18,

FLIEMAN.

1887.

Catarrh cared, health and sweet breath seenred.
Shiloh’s CatarrhRemedy. Price 50 centa,
Nasal Injector free. For sale by Yates A Kane
.

Do

not take quinine for malarialdisorders. Ayer’s Ague Cure contains none,
nor any other injurious Ingredient.This
preparation. If taken strictly in accordance
with directions, is warranted to cure all
malarial

diseases. V"

“u&n" STABLE,
Sale,

ished and

A

Kane.

Ayer's Sarsaparillarequires smaller
doses, and is more effective,than any
other blood medicines.
Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every kind cured in 80 minutes by Woolford’* Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.

4

Planing and Re-sawing

Goods of every

Description.

Full Stock of Cloths and Cassimeres, for Fine

aad Feed

J.

ALBERTI, UNDERTAKER,
EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

fltiQ

90

Off'-

"**'*

done on short notice.
I

6 gaar*nt*#* For Ule

WU! you suffer with Dyspepsiaand Liver Complaint? Shiloh’s VI tali zer is guaranteedto cure
yon.

FoniisliiDjS

completed.

^ That Hacking Cough can be so quickly cured by
Yates

at a11 Prices,

H. ITibMink,
Proprietor of Ninth Street;

by

HCATS

and m the latest styles.

Tailoring trade.

J.
Sleepleasnighta, made miserable by that terrible
cough . Shlloh’aCnre la the remedy for yon.

of

and have opened up a

easi of Post-office.

Holland, Mich., April
rick,

their stock one door east

and have them constantly on hand.

VAN DUREN BROS.

Baby wa*

Have moved

Neatly and promptly executed.

Three doors

hen

also mannfactnre

Stairs,

.ailing, sasn
Hand Raiine,
Sash

Doors, Blinds,

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.

have addea to my business that of

UNDERTAKING
' and keep constantly on hand

made and CASKETS, COFFINS, ETC

furnished.
Good Horses and Carriages of all kinds and a
for fnnerals can be obtained at
street, my place of basinets.
Attentionand conrteonstreatmentcan be re-

Office and Shop on Riuer
near the corner of Tenth street,
Thla never faili. Sold by Kremers &
JA8. HUNTLEY.
Bangs, Druggists, Holland,Mich. 6-6mos
Holland, May 27, 1888.

first-class Hearse

for past favore I ask a continuance

J. H.
,

NIBBELINK.

Mich., January 20, 1887.

BUB-IAX. SXCROTTDS.

